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hoc lit Tells Of Attempted Attack In School

LUCY NOT BACKING DOWN
Returning To Birmingham
After Medkai Care, Rest

THE

Tri-State Defender
The South's Independent Wee*"

VOL. 5—No. 19

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1956

Price 15c

By ETHEL L. PAYNE

of this latest action of the board
of trustees.
..1 have therefore authorized
them to take whatever steps are
necessary for this purpose.
-I still maintain my faith in my
country and there is nothing that
She was whisked here Thursday i
anyone in Alabama or anyplace
from Birmingham by Thurgoodi
which stand for decency and corn- else can do which will check my
Marshall. NAACP legal counsel,
faith in ultimate justice within the
pliance with the law.
after being expelled "permanentDemocratic principles," Miss Lucy
Miss
Lucy
lost
her
outward
comly" from the University of Alaposure for the first time during the concluded*
bama campus,
press conference and had to be
The action came after Federal supported by Marshall and Roy ,
Judge , Hobart Grooms ruled she Wilkins, NAACP executive secre..
could return to class March 5.
tary.
PLAN COUNTERSUIT
The coed declared:
While a battery of NAACP law- "I came to New York for the
yers across the country were dual
purpose of consulting doctors
gathering information to support and to get a rest from the terrific Lull
a possible contempt suit against strain I have been under since
•
the university, Miss Lucy was this case began.
resting in the New York apart"I had intended to return to
ment of Marshall and his recent Alabama and sign for classes on
bride.
Monday, March 5. However, as a'
By ROBERT H. DEN'LLPY
The 26-year-old coed has been result of the order expelling me,
under a doctor's care since col- it appears such a trip would be a
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (INS)
lapsing at Friday's press confer- waste of time. I therefore intend
Alabama, jolted from its cusence and planned to remain in the to stay at least until I have had a !ornery way of life by Autherine
rest. This should be within the Lucy's battle to win admission to
East until released.
the state's all-white university,
She plans to return to Binning- next week,
"I am, of course, completely watched anti waited over t k •
ham and contin t the fight.
disheartened by the recent action weekend.
SUGGESTS CONFAB
of the board of trustees of the
All of the principals hs - the
Marshall proposed Friday that University of Alabama.
By STAFF WRITER
drama which rocked the stet* for
President Pisenhower call a con- "At the same time I will conthree weeks had left the scene
Hello, Mr. and Mrs. Homemaker.
ferenee of governors of the 17 tinue not to be angry or to bear and
much of the high-pitch tenHere's good news for you.
states affected by the Supreme ill will against' anyone. But I mon
also was gone.
The Tri-State Defender's third
Court schools decision along with cannot see any reason to abandon
Miss Lucy, permanently expelled
annual Home Service and Farm
Negro and white leaders of those my sole purpose of obtaining an by the
University of Alabama aftExposition is just around the corstates.
.
education within the meaning of er a federal judge had ordered
ner.
TURN TO PAGE 7
He describes the action of -the the decision of the Supreme Court her re-admitted, flew to New York
This year's exhibition, with its
trustee board of the University of the United States.
with Thurgood Marshall, attorney
promises of outstripping the first
of Alabama as an harrassment "I have been advised by my for the NAACP.
attendtwo, each of which pulled
move against Miss Lucy, the lawyers that there are legal steps
ances above the 25,000 mark, has
NAACP and all organizations available to me to test the validity WAIT NEXT MOVE
been scheduled for Club Ebony,
Judge liobart Grooms, who had
500 Beale (formerly the Hippopresided throughout all the legal
drome) May 2-4.
developments in the Lucy Case,
'Theme of the 1956 exhibition is
left Birmingham for a weekend
The Tri-State Defender — On
rest and the university trustees,
ABR SCHARFF Y. M. C. A
itan YMCA.left to right, seat.
Edward R. Kirk, dynamic
Target in a Great Market."
who expelled the 26-year-old co-ed
DRIVE
—
The
Abe
Scharff
ed
are:
Jack
Gates,
a guest
During the three-day Isla of The
leader of the Woman's Auxil.
on charges that she made "false,
Branch YMCA has raised S2,.
at
the
meeting,
who
is
a
dy.
daily
and
'hose there will be
iary of the campaign; Mrs.
defamatory, impertinent and scan685 thus far in ik current
mimic worker at Metropolitan
night shows. Daytime hours are to
dalous" accusations against tha
Cora Alexander, d e vo t e d
membership enrollment camY;
J.
T.
Chandler,
secretary
be between 1:30 and 4:30 and the
paign. That is 30 percent of
of Abe Scharff' YM board; L.
New Jersey's first Negro to be honored as "Mother of school officials returned to their
Funeral services for well-known
YMCA worker; and at right
the goal which members are
Alex Wilson, chairman of the
See HOMEMAKERS Page 2
Henry Hamilton "H. H." Ateman the Year" is Mrs. Helen Lee Johnson, 68, of Atlantic City, homes.
rear: Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
The next move apparently will
expected to raise by March 19.
branch's membership enrollwere held Monday, at 3 p.m. at
Robinson. Mr. Robinson is a
mother
including
children
of
five
well
known
from Marshall, He said in
Memphis
come
Shown are board members, ofment drive; G. W. Manzell,
the church of his long-time meinlong-time branch board niemNew York that lawyers %%ill "have
ficials, and workers who at.
guest, who is coordinator of
bership, Metropolitan Baptist at surgeon, Dr. Arnold Lee Johnson of 756 Saxon,
her. Standing are: Board
to sit down and decide what le
tended the report meeting on
the 1956 membership enrollmembers Colorado Johnson, Walker and McDowell.
Mrs. Johnson, who supported and educated five children do."
Feb. 27, and heard two stim•
ment for Metropolitan Y;
Mr. Ateman died Tuesday night
James King and L. 0. Swingafter the death of her husband,
On the university' campus at
elating talks delivered by repFrank Lewis, cochairman of
of last week at 11:20 in John now becomes a candidate for the
ler, new Abe Scharff Branch
Tuscaloosa, the president of the
The
resentatives of the Metropolmother
accepted
her
disthe Abe Scharff drive; Mrs.
He
was
a
retired
postal
worker
executive secretary.
national honor of American MothStudent Government Association
Gaston hospital.
r. She was New Jersey Mother tinction modestly and praised her defended the action of the board
and a leading figure among the Sunday by the New Jersey com- children.
of trustees.
local branches of the National Al- mittee
"I just worked hard to rear and
of the National American
Walter Flowers, a native of Tue.
Speculations were heightened
liance of Postal Employes. After
educate my family," she said.
Mothers Committee.
here last week on how Tennessee
almost a half century of service as
"They have paid me well by their See LULL, Page 2
is going to handle its newest major
a railway mail clerk, Mr. Ateman She sent her five children success. I never expected this hontourist attraction potential, a group
retired in 1947. However, he con- through college by working as a or."
roomers,
of ancient Indian ceremonial viltinued his interest and activities waitress, taking in
Her husband, Walter Irvin Johnlages and burial grounds in T. 0.
in the postal organization. His maj- scrubbing floors, sewing and do- son, whom she married in
1909,
Fuller State park, heretofore for
jobs.
ing
odd
or interest was centered in this
died when her youngest child was
By Staff Writer.
Negroes only.
Her children are:
in elementary school, lie was a I
See CHURCHMAN Page 2
• Two things spurred speculation
Dr. A. L. Johnson, graduate of
Recalling the terrible moments of Friday morning- when Davis noticed that the lights on I
chauffeur and did odd jobs.
the matter.
Lincoln university and an M. D.
the car were still burning.
she opened the door of Fullview school and was grabbed
from Howard university; Mrs. Hel- DORN IN NEW JERSEY
Mrs. Taylor went and put them
‘
41'First, announcement by Jim
Criminal Court Jury laseweek
en J. Gray, a graduate of Glass-1 Dr. Johnson said his mother was A
Cord, state commissioner of con- by a lite man, Mrs. Mary Bond Taylor, 49, of 339 Bos- out and made a fire. She said the
bornState Teachers college and born in Salem, N. J., a small com- found Leroy Williams, t • n h n
aervation, that the state will push ton, said Sunday evening "it's a wonder I didn't suffer a attack came about 8:15.
the
University of Pennsylvania, munity settled by Quakers in 1676. farmer, guilty of assault antt bat.
further development of the site, heart
attack."
LEMOYNE GRAD
with a B. S. degree, now teach- She still has a home in Salem, (cry on charges of firing a shotincluding the building of park cabfather-in-law's home
Mrs.
Taylor,
a
widow,
A
had
been,
LeMoyne
ing
sixth grade in Atlantic City: but now lives with different chil- gun into his
college
graduate,
ins.
e
wounding two persons.
and
putting some work on the hoard thing new mid-day of Monday.
Mrs.
Taylor
has been teaching at
Walter I. Johnson, who has a dren, and she spent much of her
And secondly, a recent editorial
Williams, a tenant on tha John
for her students when a hammermaster's degree from Howard uni- life in Atlantic City.
The man was being sought on Fullview school since 1955, Before!
in the Memphis Press-Scimitar
Shea farm on Shea rd., was given
National
Negro
Is,
ew
spaper
ing came at the back door of the assault and battery with
that
she
was
at
Capleville
school l
versity and is director of the Wiltwhich declared public parks are
intent to
Dr. Johnson recalls when he was a six months sentence with racqmschool.
for about four years. Fview
ull
is a Week, annually observed by t h e wyck School for Boys near Pough- a freshman at Lincoln, his mother mendations that it be suspend.
rape charge,
no place to push for integration
National
Newspaper
Publishers keepsie, N. Y.;
four-teacher school. She said of
Because the young boy who UsU-1 Mrs. Taylor said
and emphasized the fact that many
had her teeth pulled, and he didn't cc' and fined 850.
she and Mr's.the others there,
only a few of the Association, will be recognized by
Mrs. June J. Harris, a former .have money to go back to school, Deputies testified that Williams
of these parks have cabin facili- ally makes the fire at the school' Billie Clay Davis, of 1864 Gloria
a
special
half-hour
radio
broadchildren
heard her screams and
had not arrived, she assumed it' circle,
Radcliffee and Harvard student but she counted out 28 one-dollar admitted firing three times into
ties.
who rides with her, arcast on the National Broadcasting
saw the man.
was his knock.
Eng- bills and gave them to him. All the home of John Lee Burrows, of
with a master's .degree
rived at the school about 7:55. She l
MORE SEGREGATION!
. in
She guessed that the white man
Mrs. Taylor's husband, Russell Company Tuesday, March 13. The
Camden of the children helped work their Bray Station, following an argulocal Station, WMC, had not been
A major center of speculation who lunged into the room a n d said it was foggy and her lights Taylor, a
former railwad man and
school;
way thru college, with the moth- ment at a picnic. Williams was
able to arrange a spot at edition High
Is whether or not Negroes will soon threw his arms about her was had been burning and that after World War I
vetetan, died Nov.
both
had
gone
graduHutchen,
to
Peggy
the
school
a
J.
Mrs.
Mrs.
•
er prodding and helping financial- represented by Attys. Harry Pierthemselves
find
segregation vic- about 45. 5' 8" tall and weighed
11, 1944. They had no children. time.
ate of Howard university with a ly. A sixth child died in infancy. otti and Shea.
Featured
tims in a state park which for 180 pounds. She said he was sandy
on
the
broadcast
will
She is a member of St. John
degree in Social Service work,
Dr. Johnson first came to Mem- Asst. Attys. Gen. Edward Oro.
sometime has been set aside for haired and of ruddy complexion.
Baptist, Vance and Orleans, and be nationally-known public figures worked on a master's degree at phis in 1940, then spent three and gan and Lloyd Rhodes representthem.
DIDN'T SAY ANYTHING
sings in the senior choir there. See NBC Page 2
University of Chicago.
a half years in Clarksville, Tenn, ed the state.
Already it has been stated that
Mrs. Taylor said the man didn't
"The Indian village, which is locat- say anything to her at all, just
ed in a section of the park — apart grabbed her in a bear-like hug and
squeezed and tried to throw her
on some desks.
RACE Page 2
She said she struck him on the
The Gallup Poll, a survey servside of the face and screamed and
ice. has conducted an intensive
that he pressed his thumb on her study
of the South in an effort to
adams apple and tried to choke determine
the reasons behind the
her.
people's views on segregation.
He' glasses were knocked to
Its poll among the South's 10
the floor during the scuffle but
million Negroes, in part is as foldid not break, Mrs. Taylor stated.
lows:
The Greater Memphis Race ReSeveral of the school children,
lations Committee will be "neither three boys and a girl, saw the "Negroes in the South share a
pro-integrationist nor pro-segrega- man and described his truck as a common desire to give their chiltionist," according to a statement black Ford pickup with a ragged dren the best possible education
Issued by a committee spokesman rear left fender.
• and to obtain t for their race the
treatment which they consider to
last week.
DESCRIPTION OF MAN
No announcement had been
Mrs. Taylor said the man was be in keeping with the American
made as of edition time of a Ne- wearing dark trousers and a deep way of life.
gro agreeing to serve on the com- pink or red shirt. She said he had
"The stand the Negro takes on
mittee.
a sizegble mole or -scar on the integration depends to some e xtent on his schgoling, his age, and
The recently formed organization right side ,of his face.
established to bring about moderaWhen she had finally fought the 'whether he -lives on a farm or
tion in race relations in Memphis, white man off, Mrs. Taylor in a city," the report continued.
took a stand for "absolute neutrali- went to nearby Fullview Baptist "Roughly nine of the 10 Nety" on whether the races should church where two colored m e n groes between the ages of 21 and
not integrate here.
were working and they called po- 29 and about the same proportion DOROTHY JEAN MITCHELL, 17-* BENNIE ROSE JOHNSON, 17, of ELAINE WADE, 20, of Kansas MARY REBECCA JOHNSON, 20, MAXINE PERRYMAN,19, of Lev.
with college training favor an end year.old Arkansas A and N col- Beaumont, Texas, will seek the City, Hans- will try to give Lane of Waycross, Ga., is Bethune. ington, Miss will stand up for
'A
he committee was formed re- lice.
ashould
to school segregation, Those with lege and hometown, Little Rock. title for Texas Southern univer- college another winner, as Jua. Cookman colleges entry. A sing- Mississippi Vocational eolleg e.
eently to promote harmony be- 'GOOD CLUE'
tween white and Negro citizens,
Deputies Carl Smith, J. Crews grade school educations, those liv- A singer-dancer, Miss Mitchell sity. The university's contestants na Hendricks did in 1954. She can er, Miss Johnson, 'mown to her Miss Perryman is a singer who
lt is bulit around a group of 22 and Fred Linton investigated. They ing on farms, and those 50 years stands 5' 5'i", weighs 112 pounds won in 1952 and 1953. Miss John- compete as a doncer or speaker many friends as Becky, is 5 feet has had a great deal of stago
Memphis citizens concerned with said they had a "good clue" te of age and over are less in favor and measures out 32-2244.
son Isle sing before the judges Miss Wade is 5' 4's" tall, weighs tall, weighs 105 pounds with bust, experience. She is 5' 5-, weighs
work on but had not reported any- of integration."
and Jubilect audience.
118 measures out 31-21-36.
as. CITIZENS Page 2
124 and tapes out 35-21-35.
waist-hip taping at 33-23-35.

*Defender's Home Show
Of Shows On May 2,3,4
Will Thrill
*Hearts Of
Homemakers

YM Branch Hears 2 Leaders

NEW YORK—Courageous Autherine Lucy last week
vowed to continue her fight to re-enter the University of
Alabama.
Her statement zame during a press conference Friday
afternoon in the New York office of the NAACP.

a ama In
After
ucy Exit

THIS IS OUR
ANSWER
Read Editorial:

"A Few Words

to
White Editors"

B uryVeteran
Churchman, Mother Of LocalMedic
H.H.Ateman Named MotherOf Year'

Race Issue
Looms Over
Fuller Park

Tells How White Tried
To Ra e Her In School

Fined For Firing
nto Kin's Home

NBC Broadcast
March 13 On
N
Negro Press

GGallup Survey

Quite Revealing

Clem Eye
Neutral Group

Here's Line-Up Of Jubilect Beauties
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'Homemakers

Sat., March 10, 1956

Lull

;

Continued From Page 1

night hours are 7:30 - 11 p. m.
(Continued from page 1)
MANY PRIZES
•
esloosa, said, "I feel that if any
Some 1,500 prizes, including top
alter student, including the stuappliances, will be given away to
Ott government president, h a d
thousands of homemamers attendmade these charges or condeated
ing the free day and night shows.
himself in such a manner as did
And, for the first time, t h e
the expelled student, he would
show is featuring a local home eco.
have suffered the same consenomist for the all-important food
quences." !
and kitchen demonstrations which
Flowers said, 'There was no
have proved so popular in past
other course of action the trustees
years.
eould take."
Mrs. Jana Cox-Porter, operator
Miss Lucy had signed affadavof the Universal Life Insurance
Its accusing the school officials
Company cafeteria, has been sewith conspiring to permit the riot.
lected as the home economist for
ing which broke out when she first
this year.
appeared on the campus on Feb. 6.
STAR-STUDDED SESSIONS
The charges were dropped in
In making these announcements
court by Marshall who said, "We
Exposition Director L. Alex Wilson
just cannot prove them." Mareditor and general manager of the
shall later said in art interview
Tri-State Defender, said that "a
charges
never
should
hav e
the
dynamic and fast-moving show,
been brought,
star-studded with local and nationThe action of the board of trusal talent which will be appealing
tees was officially commended by
to the entire family, will be prethe Alabama State Legislature
sented to public throughout t h a
which poured so many racial bills
expositions's three days and
into the hoppers that one legislanights."
tor said:
Mr. Wilson said he believes
t "We're acting like a bunch of
"this show undoubtedly will be the
Schoolboys."
GO GETTERS are these young
Confer, second place, bike winfield Clark, of West Memphis, biggest locally produced exhibition
Tri-State Defender newsboys,
ner; Frank Fitzgerald, third
15th, skates; Joseph Smith, designed with all emphasis on the
winners in the recently conplace, Tourist camera; Edgar
THE BIG THREE in the Trininth, watch; Robert Branch, $200 million a year Memphis Nesit atop their first and second
his increase was greater, 79,
ducted sales increase contest.
gro market."
Davis III, seventh, skates, and
State Defender's newsboy conplace prizes. Logan and Con17th, money changer, and Wilas compared to 69 for ConWith the boys are Mrs. Aretta
Robert -Logan, first p 1 a c e,
test which just closed with a
fel-, who live next door to each
liam Brown, 18th, money chart. SHOWCASE OF
fer. Fitzgerald was selling 20
J. Polk, left, circulation manMODERN LIVING
party Saturday at the YMCA
bike. Second row: Tom m y
ger. Winners not seen include
other, created quite a bit of
weekly when the contest startager, and Mrs. Evans L.
Mr. Wilson pointed out that there
Parker, of W. Memphis, sixth
where prizes were awarded,
Cooper, money changers, and
interest at the Defender office
ed ,and upped his average to
Clements, circulation secreare now 150,000 Negroes in Memwaste no time putting their
place, skates; Lester Purnell, Mrs. Mary Blakley, pen and
as they went all out in the rac%
86 for a 66-paper increase.
tary. Boys front are Ralph
phis with 18,315 families owning. winnings to work. Frank Fitzfifth, official football; Raypencil set.
for the bikes. When the contest
Some 200 newsies attended the
their homes and another 22,385
gerald, left, of 150 S. Fourth,
started 15 weeks ago Logan
party Saturday. They were
families renting substantial dwellthird
place winner of a fine
was selling 27 papers, Confer
served barbecue, salad a n
The first Negro field agent to
ings.
Tourist camera, sets his sights
38. Their average sales in
soft drinks. L. A. Wilson, edibe employed by the State DepartAll the stops are being pulled.
on Robert Logan, center, of
tor and gen. manager, spoke
the contest were 196 for Loanent of Finance and Taxation has
the exposition director said, to
415-H Wellington, and Ralph
to the newsies and presented
gan and 107 for Confer. Logan,
been assigned to the district office
make this show the best we've Confer, of 415-G Wellington, who
however, came in first because
the prizes. (Withers Photo)
here.
Continued From Page 1
ever produced.
Willard Bowden of 824 East Me-;
"It is all designed," be emphazier, chaplain; Bobby McCracken,
Lemore will work exclusively with ! from the Negro facilities, will be
Georgia and Vermont top the
By EMOGENE A. WATKINS
sized, "to bring more comfort, joy
sgt-at-arms,
and Flora afayhorn,
which
she
is
former
a
trustee
Negro establishments in checking open to white visitors."
U.S. in marble quarrying.
happiness
into
and
the
homes
member.
reporter.
board
Mernphians
of
have
a
way
of maksales and privilege tax records.
Charley Nash, archaeologist in
Prof. I. R. Emery is principal
Through the San Francisco Ur- Mr. and Mrs. homemaker of the
Forests cover more than half of
! Dan Carruthers, district diree- charge of the Indian site, and A. ing themselves felt wherever they
Tri-State area."
fttay
League
was
go.
ban
she
Walter C. Parks is sixth grade South Carolina.
and
with
Typical
placed
of
this
is
a
fortor, said Bowden reported for Harris, superintendent of t h e
Oakland Recreation Depart- "The Tri-State Defender Home
, teacher.
park, showed Mr. McCord and mer Memphian, Mrs. Dorothy Wal- the
work Monday.
ler Seel, who is director of the de. ment, and began her present job show will be a showcase for modseveral
other visitors about the
Another addition to the local,
ern living."_,
Fremery Recreation Center in in 1947.
I •I
field staff is W. Kirk Bowman of large courtyard where Indians
The sixth grade class of Spring C
is
Seel
Mrs.
the
sister
of
Miss
Oakland,
Calif.
She graduated
2232 Washington who will report once played games and conductHill
school,
Raleigh,
Ruth
Tenn.
Waller,
is
and
Miss
setCorinne
!
from
Le
Moyne College. cum laude
tomorrow as an examiner in the l ed ceremonies.
ting an example that should be
land received the Master of Arts Waller of 1133 Thomas street.
sales and use tax division, Mr. THE VISITORS
followed by other classes of the
great
The
strides
made
this
by
'degree
from
Howard
university.
Carruthers said. He formerly Was ! The visitors included Gordon
school.
Recently she was spotlighted in courageous lady should serve as
director of
with Meadowbrook Dairy and was Turner, of Nashville.
.
inspiration to many, a n d
great
Of the 34 boys and girls in this
the
Independent,
a
newspaper
puboffice manager for a Front Street Tennessee Parks division; Shelkindle the pride of all of her forclass, 14 have maintained 'a "B"
by County Commissioner Rudolph lished in San Francisco, and servcotton firm.
or better average for the six week
ing the Bay Area. She was de- mer associates.
The biggest and best of the night.
! His employment expands the., Jones, Harris Scheuner, member
period. They are: Clarence Brunscribed
as
'the
able
and
indeJubilects, "King Cotton . J. C, McGraw, a talented show- ;
great
number of local field examiners to s of the state Conservation CommisNASHVILLE
Chancellor
—
Wit- son, Billy Joe Jones, Calvin Holsion; Alfred Bowman, vice presi- fatigable director'' . . and "an
Again,"
Was in top shape man now in Le Moyne college was
Jumps
six.
ham J. Wade took under advise. lowell, Eldridge Miller, C lift
arch foe of juvenile delinquency...
on
last week a suit seeking to Moore, Emma Bridgeforth, Mae for its appearance at Ellis Audi- to be King Cotton and besides doI Queried in Nashville about the dent of the Memphis Archaeologic- !She is presently working toward
stop the State Board of Education Lue Calhoun, Bobby Douglas, Del- torium March 8, date, South Hall lag some fancy Jumping himself,
appointment of Bowden, Com- al Society, and Dr. Mary Frances the Master's degree in social welhe was to introduce the acts from
Replacing the well-known so- from carrying out a program of phia Holbrook, Alma Johnson, Del- school, Ellis auditorium,
missioner of Finance and Taxation'!Gyles, assistant professor of his- fare at the University of California.
tory, at Memphis State college.
alent from all sit Me.m- the various schools. WDIA's Teen
t
o
desegregatin
gradually
g
prano,
state
Omeg
King,
Z. D. Atkins said:
soloist
as
at
the
colcenia
Johnson, Flora Mayhorn.
She has taught at Paine college
Archaeologists s6ay the site
Midland hotel banquet sponsored leges and the'state A & I Univer- Emily Ann' Ragland and Rachel phisTophigh schools were to present Town Singers, the Kingsrnen Quar"We put him on to call on Nes'contains one of the
richest and !! in Georgia, and was a federal ern- by the Men's Club of Emmanuel sity for Negroes.
scenes from different countries tet and Tuff Green's hard hitting
Wells.
gro store owners on sales tax matmost well-preserved Indian depos.! p .s ee inWashington, . .. e Baptist church recently, Augustus
!over the world where King Cotton , orchestra wound out a solid even- !
ordered
attorneys
'
He
for
t
h
e
ters. He will be assigned entirely its
,i fore an overseas stint during World
Most of them are members
ab
of Jumps.ov
exciting entertainment.
in the nation.
St..kugustine.eo
Arabia; Mel- if
ing
th 16
ber of the 4-H club,
d f
to checking v,ith Negro meri War II with the American Red Banks, tenor, was heard in two t t
Boy and Girl Scouts rose, in Japan; Hamilton, in I Jubilect school production team
i
WOULD
BUILD
VILLAGE
the Tennessee Federation for Con. and future
iselections,
chants.''
Cross.
basketball players.
Spain; Douglass, in Alaska; BTW I includes Miss Garaldine Burke.
Mr. Turner said his idea for re- 'WOMAN OF YEAR'
I Accompanied by Charles S. stitutional Government, a pro-segThe class believes in
doing mambo in Cuba and l'ilanas- Miss Cornelia Sanders, Miss Erma
development of the site into a tour- !' In 1951 she
regation
filed
group,
who
the
suit,
,
average scholarship and each has sas
was a student .. ., Jackson at the piano, Banks sang
sic Apaches on King Cotton 1 Clanton, Mrs. Georgia V. Har'ist attraction was to reand
co
briefs,
ra t
written
f
ede
tne
to
Meyerbeer's
uc
"0
Paradiso."
tp
and
le
in 1952. ans
dg
ed
teacher, at tr
the
to read more books, keep in Paris. All in all King Cotton I veY, Mrs. !Joan Johnson, Miss Cethe village as nearly as possible Summer
submitAttorney
for
ion
popular
meinItalian
"()
song
Sole
!
teg
workshop on Education the
the tsl
classroom cleaner
atu
and appeal- ree
eli
Mi°!,,
excitingnight ,a Willis Mrs. Mabel Jenkins.
most
to haves
to its original form.
bers, argued the 1955
in Human Relations. She is first
mg at all times, and to help their
through
on
to his finale Nat D. Williams, Frank Gray and *
straight
He said "Victory would e n t e r on the civil service
list following' The crowded banquet hall ap- intended in its General Education teacher with any project that will "King Cotton
Jumps on Beale st." Miss Lula Watson.
the village through a tunnela
Appropriation
n
Acts
and
General
s
d
m
plauded
and
wildly
Su-.
for
singer,
the
e
a promotional
an improvement and success
examination for
(kw
TOUR INCLUDES HAITI
I TICKET SALES
emerge into an ancient Indian pervssor in the Oakland Recrea-1 he was obliged to take several for state school money to be spent
for their school.
or
Six
eight
beautiful
lassies
promoter
'
General
and
svorld. A group of Indian girls lion Department. In 1933 she was !bows.
produssr.
schools.
segregated
only for
For this term the class has se- from mid-south colleges vie for A. C. Williams has two
would be at work in huts making named "Woman of the Year."
..
of bis col- !
Nat.
Atty. Gen. Na.
Asst. State ect
TipIncidental music was played byl
re
ed the following officers: Del- the honor of "Spirit of Cotton- leagues front WDIA, Martha Jean
po
rt
ed
ly
arrows
replied
that
neither
n
pottery
and
includ.
act
performing
1
.
.
She holds membership in OmegalCharles Hill as the guests assem- lo
! A white housev.ife
cenia Johnson, pres.; Rachel Wells Makers Jubilee," and the grand Steinberg and Robert "Honeyboy"
, Sigma chapter of Delta Sigma The- bled and his offering of the popular ed any mention of segregation.
told police that a Negro walked othertribalchores."
vice-pres.; Billy Joe Jones, sec.; tour of the IL S. A. and Haiti. Thomas assisting plus Miss EarFuller park is about 10 miles ta sorority, Oakland NAACP, Fel- song "Trees" was a delightful
Up and grabbed her last
Emma Bridgeforth, asst. s e c.; One of these beauties was to be line Hampton, Lewis Williams and
Thurssouthwest
Memphis.
of
day night in front of 2085 Lamar,
lowship Church of All Peoples, of I number as well.
Bobby Douglas, treas.; Paul Fra- crowned at the Jubilect Thursday Willie Lindsey.
' A suspect in the case
denied
the charge.
' The woman was identifed
as ,
Mrs. Martha Ann Garrett, of 1257
Continued From Page 1
6. Barksdale. She said that she
threats of interracial strife.
Was waiting on the sidewalk
for
At a later meeting a permanent
her husband, Jack Garrett,
when
and expanded board of directors
the incident occurred.
'
was appointed. Leaders in the
Mrs. Garrett claimed that
prganizational steps taken have
Was struggling with the man she !
when ' s
been George W. Grider, wellher husband appeared on
the l'
known attorney, W. W., "Bill"
scene. He, it was reported, chased
Scott and Herbert Jordan.
the assailant for a few blocks.
STATEMENT OF POLICY
According to Acting Det. Chief
In their statement of policy comU. T. Bartholomew, the
mittee spokesmen said:
suspect
picked up denied laying hands
"We were determined to preon
Mrs. Garrett,
serve the tranquility of our community, to keep the lines of communication open between the pro
and anti-integrationists so that controversy born of misunderstanding
might be held at a minimum,
and to offer a reservoir of moderaContinued From Page 1
tion from which mediators could
be drawn to assist in any conand representatives of the publishflict resulting from racial differers association discussing t h e
ences.
theme of the 1956 Newspaper Ob"We were determined that no
servance, "The Negro And T h e
person would be deprived of his "STORY HOUR" GUESTS of
Dorothy McKinney, Gwendolyn
Pyre, Sam' Rupert, Edward
Destiny of Democrs.y."
or her rights through coercion or
Zeta Phi Beta sorority during
Jesse Butler, Jesse J one s,
Armstrong, Samuel Ware, Donbloc,
BABY
celeLEAP
YEAR
takes
A
jr.,
a
cake
Patricia
Everett
Dobbins,
cutting
poIncluded. will be Thurgood Marthe sorority's reecent Finer
intimidation, but we were equally
Roosevelt Brooks, Bernice Lee,
ald Williams, Eddie Allen, Joe
shall, chief counsel of the NAACP, brated her first birthday on
sition at the table as her guests
Garrett, jr., Amanda Louise
Womanhood Week included
determined to discourage precipiPeter Watkins, Carolyn DunNelson, Stanley Branch, Harwho will be interviewed by
gather
about.
guests
The
are
tate action of an group that might
children of the Keel Avenue
Bradford, I.ouella Foster, Bobmem- Feb. 29, when she was four
can, Johnnie Hayes, Clarence
old Jones, Willie Brent, Clarbers of the Negro Press; E. FredHerbert Ammons, jr., Gail
create strife or incite violence.
School for Handicapped. They
years old. Cute Little Kathleen
James, Brenda Hart, Eugene
ence
Bradford,
Jean
by
Sarah
Reed, Mildred Prewitt,
Moreric Morrow. administrative asMerriweather, Ernest Merri"This committee is neither pro- are pictured at Vance AveBriggs. Clarence Simmons,
Diane Thomas, Jerryline AnJones, daughter of Mr. an d
gan and Donald Henderson.
sistant to President Eisenhower in
l% eather, Arthur James, Patriintegrationist or pro-segtegation- nue branch of Cossitt Library.
Mary Pettis, Sonya Johnson,
thony, Lottle Gill and Delores
(Withers Photo.)
charge of Special Affairs; Charles Mrs. Samuel Jones, of 336 Poncia Morgan, Melvin Williams,
ist."
Pupils seen are Robert Barr,
Tommy Atkins, John A Ilen
Radrord.
(Withers Photo.)
C. Diggs, jr., Congressman
from Michigan; C. C. Dejoie, president of the National Newspaper
Publishers Association, and Dowdal H. Davis, general manager of
the Kansas City Call.
Benjamin S. Adamowski, Republican candidate for state's atWILL ANNOUNCE WINNERS
torney. will be guest speaker at
Also on the program will be
the a meeting of Cook County Young
announcement of the winners of Republican. Thursday, Feb. 16 at 1
the 1956 Russwurm Awards, giv- 8 p.m. in the Illinois Room of the 6
en each year by the NNPA to
ten LaSalle hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Pope, of 750
persons or organizations who have
Polk st., enlenained members of
made outstanding contributions to
a better democratic way of
the Jolly Bunch at their
•y
life.
One of the Award winners will
home last week. Everyone had a
also
be heard on the broadcast.
truly:Jolliih
-ne with every memThe observance of National Nekr
=sent.
Pejti .larly gratifygro Newspaper Week
Continued From Page 1
commemoing.was the fact that there were
rates the 129th Anniversary of the
no sick or dis ressed members refounding of the Negro Press. The organization, his church, and his
ported. Remarks were made by
first newspaper, "Freedom's Jour- family.
various members regarding t h e
nal", was published in New York
He was a long and prominent
good
deeds, and activities of the
City in 1827, by John B. Russwurm, member of Metropolitan Bap'ist
group. .
America's first Negro college church and the father of Mrs. Hen.
.
graduate and one of the most rene A. Jenkins, Miss Ada M. AteEveryone was in a happy mood
forceful of the abolitionists of his man and H. II. Ateman III of
and eagerly enjoyed the laVish
day. It is his name that has been Memphis, and Robert, Archie and
buffet service prepared by the
given to the annual awards
Edward Ateman of Chicago, Ill.
hostess. There was turkey. ham.
THESE CRACK SQUADS are
Dorothy Quarks, Jean Dyes,
teams from each district in the
place Winners in District TH.
He was the grandfather of Plc
First games start at 6 p.m. spaghetti', tossed 'salad, spie11111Ved
among the top flight teams
Coaches are E. J. Quinn, W.
region will take part in the
M. M. Jenkins, a Marine stationed
Jerlene Dotson, Gloria Grandcrab armies. two cheese ,
with second tiltit carded for
Detroit—Almost 90 percent of in Hawaii and the brother of RobMelvin Moore and J. Pirtle.
meet. Rooker T. Washington,
berry, Everlena Stiggers, VIrtaking part through Saturdas
caviar,
ice cream and cake, re40
cents, Friday's 56 cents and
all household goods is
Players are Edward Crowder.
Hamilton and Douglass repre•
gte McCulley, Lue Versie Kintransported. ert Ateman of Crenshaw, Miss.
freshing beverages and candies.
In the Region III basketball
by truck.
Saturday's
SO
cents, Girl and
Carl Rill, John McClelland, Ernet, Aileen Dickerson, Bertha
sent District I. The girl team
His widow, Mrs. Ora G. Ateman,
Enjoying the evening were
tourney at Melrose Hi gh
nest McClelland. John Wynn,
boy winners in the regional
also survives him They resided at
Turner, Hattie Jean Lee. Milabove are champs of t h e
and Mrs. Sampson Walker, Mr.
Lancing -- Michigan and New 820 Olympic. where their home
school. Frank Lewis, Melrose
John Taylor, James Steven.
Third district, the Fayette
will compete in Nashville next
dred (Whom and Pattie Dickand Mrs Clarence • Walk, Mrs.
'Vrirk lead the nation in the pro- ‘‘ s a "social headquarters'
son, Bills Hughlett, Elmo
basketball coach and tow or%
week for the state title. (With
erson. The boys, from Frazier
mints Training st hoot of Mil
. for
\lane Fikes, and Mrs. White of
duction of salt.
White and Richard Morrison.
director, says the three top
era Photos)
Wigton. Team members arc
High, Covington, are first
many of
younger set.
St. Louis.
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Rev. Paul 111. Carnes
Says Of Moderation
And Desegregation:
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'DRIFTING IS DANGEROU
ten-year plan — a twenty-year

Rev. Paul N. Carnes

plan. But let it have some point
of departure. Maybe this year the
zoo. Maybe next year the libraIs a native of Jeffersonville in 11011thern
Indiana,
ries. But let it start! Only thus
received his bachelor of arts degree from the Univercan moderation — only thus can
sity of Indiana and his theological degree from the
gradualism, really — be justified
Howard University School of Divinity. He was disand make sense.
charged from the U. S. Army as a second lieutenant
TWO RACES INVOLVED
in 1945 after a service stint which included 29
There is yet one other question
months as a German prisoner. He was among those
on which the success of moderacaptured on Christmas Day of 1942 near Tunis, Afrition depends. Will this group inca, in the first engagement with the Germans in
clude the moderates of both racWorld War II. Before coining to Memphis he served
es? If it does, it can make sense.
as minister of First Unitarian church, Youngstown,
If it does not, even with the best
intent, it can hardly succeed. ComOhio. This church accepted its first Negro members
munity relations in this city induring his tenure. He was president of Youngstown's
volve two races. They can be harInter-racial Committee and in 1952 received an annumonized only by the two working
al civic award for "contribution to better human
retogether. There is a thing we must
lations in Youngstown." Rev. Carnes is a member of
realize. A great many Negroes
the Tennessee Council of Human Relations
may make all sorts of public
and a
member of the board of The Memphis Public Forum.
statements against the NAACP.
He resides with his wife and two
hut most of them go on paying
children at 1283
their dues, quite willing for that orInman.
ganization to be their official and
active spokesman. And whether
I have not as yet made any
attend his church.
conveys his message. Some of
no one is telling them the truth.
we like it or not, the NAACP is' IN HIS PULPIT Rev. Carnes
statements from this pulpit in di- 1But
is dynamic, philosophical as he
city's most influential citizens
there is shouted at them the
no
longer
going
to
allow
race
rerect referenoe to the relationship propaganda of
the extreme, and
lations to be a one-sided affair. mission, for a group of "'limier- shame lie as bitter as our disap- blessed of the Lord, and their off*between the historic decisions of in
the absence of truth, this they
I am not saying whether this is
- the Supreme Court of the United
ales" who stilt make sense.
pointment. I do not behest' they spring with them." lsh. 65:23
•believe, Many of them honestly begood
or bad. It is a fact of life.
.
States and the community in lieve that
I
do
know
not
what instigated are. I am assuming that we can Preached by Rev. Paul N. Carat*
the United States Govplain to all who have eyes, who
Which we live. The most obvious
'
erntnent, the State Governor, the
formation
the
can
of
stand
this
new organi- trust both their prqsent words First Unitarian church
to
see the truth.
reason is that this is hardly a
1208 Vance Avenue
Communists, the Churches a n d
zation. I only know that their's is and actions, and as long as we!
HANWPICKED NEGRO
matter which is likely to be setMemphis. Tenn.
their ministers are engaged in one
the
hour
if
the
w
our
ill
they
this.
deserve
but
do
Can
seize it.
tled by any amount of homiletic
Here again, it would seem that
Feb. 26. 1956
great plot to give their daughters
this newly organized group is pre- The NAACP has done a magnifi- whole-hearted defense and sup•
oratory. Frankly. I have generalover to interracial marriage. And
pared to face this issue and make cant job in bringing the issue of port.
ly been content to adopt a "wait
yet, most of them would accept a
tense. It is reported that Negroes ' discrimination out from under the ! WE FACE CHOICE
and see" attitude so far as the
rational plan of desegregation if
will he asked to join and will he rug where it has been swept for
community implications of the SuWe face a choice. It can almo.t
it were instituted on .a moderate
among the directors. I trust these , so many years. But as far as ; be put in a formula. The extrem
preme Court decisions are conbasis and dictated by men of pres,
men enough to believe that this Memphis is concerned its function ists in the end place their detercerned.
1 lige and responsibility. They form
intention is in good faith — that has been achieved: its principles mination against change and ulti•
Two things, however, now lead . the extremists among the
white
this does not mean that a single have been established. We now mately fins means an acceptance
me to beg' your attention for the people and their
number is inhand-picked Negro whose opinions need strategists rather than tac- of lawlessness. We need, on the
general consideration of "T h e creasing. They can also form a
can be trusted to coincide with ticians: diplomats rather than sot- other hand, men of affairs who
Problem," i.e., desegregation. The mob if they are not given
responwhatever is expected will be made diet-s. As a consequence. the future! will place their acceptance on
The Annie L. Brown Health club
first thing is that I am convinc- sihle leadership.
as
director as proof of the bi-ra- of our city should lie m•ither in change and their determination on met recently at the residence of
ed that the policy of "drift" which
In some states the situation
the hands of the NAACP nor those
cial character of the group.
we are following as a city could, . seems to have reached
peace and progi ss. If the men Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor of 2349 Sara,
a point of
What a. magnifieant thing it who eould seek to lift higher and who
in the long run, be as dangerous ' no return and thinls will simoly
all ttn'mselves moder' toga st The chaplain, Mrs. A.
would be in this wonderful city of set deeper the walls of segrega- ales will
PENSIVE — Rev. Paul N.
question when he asked, "Can
as the policies of open opposition have to get worse before they
this: if they will do Smith, led the devotion.
do
get
ours here in the Mid -South if we tion. Yet this is what will happen it together
Carnes posed a monumental
to the Supreme Court at-.1.epted by i better,
The
Moderates
Make
Sense?"
Taking precedence during busithe leaders of
with
for the governments of the
:could see the leading and respon- unle•,s law and moderation be the Negro race; and if together ness was the discussion of t h•
some of our sister states in the states are implementing and ex- phis.
mingled with progress.
This group is composed of , either to one side or the other. slide citizens of
.•
both races comSouth. A policy of further drift Wolfing the fears of the people. some
they will give us a plan and a approaching convention of the
of the business and profes- When that happens, we are lost. ing together to
We are extremely fortunate that policy, they will not only reverse State Federation of Colored Wontdiscuss on equal
would be dangerous because it Such. however, is not
the situa- sional leaders of the city. These But it hasn't happened yet. And terms as equal
.
members of the men of position and goodwill have our present policy of drift. hut. en s clubs to be held here in June.
sreates a responsible leadership lion in Memphis — at least not men
have an opportunity to be the these men can prevent it, first by ', same organization the
a
n
e
r
i
e
sT
i
n
iutithwitIllie
to
ea
s
s
.acuum. And where there is no , vet.
i;e
,
our
they %%ill also have raised a stand- Members reported their required
problems
answer to our civic need. B u t upholding the decisions of the arising with the
not be
removal of the
for aril to which all men of good will fees for the event. Hardly anyone
responsible leadership, people be- FAIRLY
whether or not they are the an- i Supreme Court, and then by seek- traditional barriers
RESTRAINE
D
of segregation them. It is never easy for the mod- can repair — not only in Mew- was a'isent. The affable hostess
come insecure. In their insecurity
What an opportunity these men crate, for he is going to be oppas- phis, not only in the South, but served a hot fried chicken plats
At the other extreme stand cer- swer depends on whether they are 1 ing to implement them — by modthey turn to those who do offer
prepared to make sense out of, eration.
have! What a contribution to the ed by extremex of both sides. But through the length and breadth of ti ith all the trimmings. Dessert
leadership, even if this leadership tamn elements in the NAACP. I say moderation.
Whether or not they A POLICY NEEDED
future of our city they can make? joyful can he his task for. he is our country. If such be the ease, was ice cream and cake. Mrs.
is irresponsible. This is not an certain elements The national
are going to make sense out of
doing what history and the major- we can sing with the prophet of A. A. Higgins is prs
opinion I read in a book. This is; leaders of the NAACP have been
etsridoe
ud
nt,iil
This brings us to the a e c a n d We care not how long or hard the idrr:
e
s
moderation will depend on how
it% of his fellow citizens will judge old, "They shall not labour in B. Harris is financial secretary,
course if there is hope in our jour- [i --:
fairly
restrained.
considering
their
.
a conclusion I have come to aft-1
question.
moderates
The
must
be
••
they
..
are
going
three
answer
to
.
.
.
ncy.
as
however.
p
right
.
If,
And
.
these
•
this
..
h
I
men vain. nor bring forth for trouble; and Mrs. Viva A.
is what these men
.
er observing life in Memphis durmore titan a
. ...• P. I
can give. particularly to the Ne- are dchuhnt: ii•:. llivn lel i h el r for they are the seed of tho ' pallor.
their side. After years of struggle,i questions—and on their answers i What we need is not only the esing the past six months.
m”depend
MEMPHIS
they see the dawning of their vie- :
taillishment of law. hut the estab- I groes who for so long have had '
DENY THE REALITY
,0 little to say about their life in
! tory over legalized segregation. On i ward 'or M E M P H 1 S BACK- lishment of policy
in view of the
It is being held that the relation-' the other hand, the national WARD.
their city.
law.
There
is
no
reason
why we
ship between the racial groups in leaders cannot exercise complete THE COLD FACTS
11
%YOH'S COMMISSION
Memphis is deteriorating. Of this control over the local branches. Question 1: Are these men pre- as a community should throw all • •
of
the
responsibility
Actually,
for
policy
on
what is needed in our
I am not convinced. What is de- ' Any local branch may go into pared to accept the cold, and per, either the Courts or the City Goy- community in this hour is a Ma'
teriorating is the general attitude court at any time it sets up a
aps for man3, ot Iflem u p c .
toward bettering race relations. suitable case. Some of the les- ant, facts of life, and state clear- ernment. There has already been or's Commission composed of the
This has resulted in an increased ser leaders of the NAACP have ly and unequivocally that the de- enough buck-passing. Let this responsible leading business and
sire, and voice, and organiza- made unfortunate public stat e- cisions of the Supreme Court rep- group of moderates, if they want professional men from both races
tional strength of groupeivho eith- ments which, more than their ac- resent not only the law of the moderation to make sense, draw to set the pace in our human reer in sophisticated or ignorant tual actions, lead them to be re- land but also the law of Memphis up some sort of plan for desegre- , lations. This is not a novel thing
terms deny the reality of the 20th garded as extremists. Yet the
•' If they an-, gation which, through give a n d Many large cities have them. Such
pol- and their own
Century.
swer
moderation
Yes,
then
ap- take, compromise and horse-trad- a commission could not only pericy of "drift" gives greater power
ing, can gain the support of the form the above mentioned tasks,
The most militant and extreme and prestige
to the extremist as- plies to methods of implementa- public. This would reverse t h e but could also work
to improve thr
WI) these groups are composed of pects of
tion
decisions,
of
these
and
it
can
the NAACP, for these can
present pitiful policy of drift.
relations between theraces
the disinherited, the down-trodden, say to their people that only they make sense.
The problem of desegregation i through open discussions, publie
the unsuccessful entrepeneur, and can get them the rights
Only an idiot would demand the
which are
are almost pathological in their rightly and constitutionally theirs., immediate elimination of all seg- not restricted solely to the schools. forums, education, leacher a n d
hatred. But they are also com- ; However, it is not only because, regation.'e are all gradualists. It is comprehensive. It involves police training, and a host of othl
er techniques which lift race relaposed of some really fine people I believe that a further policy of The important question is, grad- parks and playgrounds, g o 1
, Some people course, the zoo, the libraries, and tions above the level of hatred,
who are amenable to reason, who drift will be chaotic to human re- ually doing
want to do the right thing, but lations in Memphis that I speak just gradually like to do nothing, a host of other public facilities. fanaticism and propaganda. But
who are frankly afraid. They are this morning. I speak because from now to eternity. Others know Let a plan he formed. Make it a I'll settle, in lieu of such a comafraid that some unseen power is there is a possibility that this pol- that the decisions of the Supreme
gol4g to wipe away all barriers icy can be reversed and the pat- Court are going to be expanded
between the races tomorrow—and tern of fear and tension be revers- and enforced, but they would like
that tomorrow should be under- ed if the right men in the right to see the implementation of these
lined. They really seek order out places will do the right things— .decisions gradual enough to creof the seemipg increasing chaos, and, I might add, for the right 'ate the minimum possible social
but no one offers them this. They reasons. The papers have carried upheaval consistent with progress.
re*lly seek the truth, patiently stories of the formation of a new
But in the latter case, the goal
and sympathetically explained, but group of "Moderates" in
Mem- is clear and unquestioned. Cornpromise does not apply to this
goal; only to methods of approach.
And let us not live in a world
of dreams, a world in which
more and more people find themselves living. The decisions of the
HEART-WARMING PICTURE STORY OF LIFE IN HARLEM WITH
Supreme Court are going to be
MAI 140001
enforced. It may take many legal
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROY DeCARAV A AND A NARbattles, but in the end they will be
RATIVE BY LANGSTON HUGHES.
enforced. It is only a question of
whether they are to be implemented and enforced by reasonable
men or as the result of the unnecessary and perhaps sanguinary battles between irrational ex- I
ACTUALLY Is one-third smaller than any other TV
tremists. Mr. Quill Cope, TennesTo receive a copy promptly by mail directly to you, write your
see State Education Commissioner
1-3. of its type.Take it on trips. From room to room.
has put it clearly when he said,
name below and enclose • dollar bill or check of money order for
Out on the terrace. Anywhere there's an outlet.
"Most of our citizens and school
$1.00 made out to: University Place Bookshop, 69 University Place,
Features rugged built-to-travel cabinet, built-in
authorities prefer to think of the
New York 3, N. Y.
Supreme Court decision as some I
antenna. Dynapower speaker, 2-way interfere:BOO
thing that never happened. These I
protection. In cordovan unish,,Ifodal 14'1'047.
decisions illustrate what happens '
NAME
not
leaders
do
educators
and
when
take proper steps to resolve the
ADDRESS
problem which faces them." And
an.two.tok• aeries wttli a
Illnew car look. Center handle is
other decisions will follow, as
CITY AND STATE
aluminum. Available in terra
night follows day, unless local'
tette & ivory (Model 14T009)
community leadership assumes,
or gray & ivory (Mod*.
sincere responsibility.
141'008) ... one low price for
MODERATION CLOAK
14-inch TV I
It would seem that we are ex- i
tremely fortunate in that this new
organization has faced this issue
and has answered in the affirmative. The use of the words "Constitution" and "law" in their
Statement of Purpose would lead
us to believe that we can take
hope that they are not going to be
Feeling lazy
a group which will hide either
ho-hum hazy?
evasion or inactivity under t h e
Need a spark to get you back on
cloak of moderation and non-violence.
your feet again? Try a sparkling
It should be pointed out that rebottle of bright and bracing
sponsible citizens can hold moderation in implementation. Such a
Coca-Cola — the quality refreshposition would rally the really
well - intentioned and law abidment with the light little lift
ing citizens of our city — and this
that comes through in a moment. Is the majority, the overwhelming41)
ly large majority. But there can
Have a Coke...and come back
be no moderate position possible
BOTH OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 9 P.M.
in opposition to the principle of
refreshed/
desegregation.
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOTTLED MAR AUTHORIIT Of NI COCA-COLA DOMINO COWAN,91
Yes, one can have interosition
BOURBON WHISKEY
IrOCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN. I and evasion becomes a fight beTHE BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY,LOUISVILLE,KENTUCKY.
tween the NAACP and the rabid
*We Is e regleterell tredo-rwerk.
THIS WHISKEY IS 4 YEARS OLD. 86 PROOF.
CI 1953. 19111 COCA-COLA COMPANY
segregationists, and the moder86 PROOF. ALSO AVAILABLE BOTTLED IN BOND 100 PROOF.
ates will find themselves pushed
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Me Land Of The Till Murder
Is Caption On Ebony Mug Story

The Mississippi Delta region.!exist, Miss Murdock writes in Eb- the land of the "Till murder", play
.I which today is blazing with fierce . ony.
up the news. This is proving quite
racial tensions is featured in the
Miss Murdock says that when- embarrassing to a nation which is
renzEn
April Ebony. The article entitled ever there is racial strife in Mis- attempting to convince other races
- YO1.1 An)Z'E.R111)
Vt.c../A
"The Land Of The Till Murder-, sissippi, foreign papers, some of and peoples that ours is the best
TIE
lltDER
was written by Miss Clotye Mur- which now refer to the state as way of life for them,
dock, who covered the Till trial
Ifiririllnii11111111111111111111111111111111111;0 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
for Ebony last September.
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The Negroes, chafing under the
degrading pre-Civil War masterslave relationship, are fighting des. 11111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111110101111011111101finimmi.iii
perately to end it. The whites,
held
especially the poor whites, are Hi! The sudden twist in the, Sunrise services will be
campus. A
the
morning
on
Easter
out
February
weather
ushering
fighting to maintain the old stawith a light kiss of Spring, has 'special message will be delivered
tus quo.
By C. THOMAS PAIGE
steevra. Thomas Paige, college
Produced
some interesting results bmytniR
Today the races are almost
The VIP club met at the home
beautiful
the
camaround
on
and
equal in number, there being 1,- ,
Owen
Mid-day devotion is held daily
People are prone to rationalize! this article. And may I say in of Mrs. Orilla Akines, of 1501 Bar. 200,000 whites, 990,000 Negroes, , pus of THE school — S. A.
therefore
Junior
and
hisp.m. The
college
—
tototoo t102:1t5p
p.m.,
on
st.,
Saturday,
lem
25.
Feb.
An
something
conclusion
with the majority of the Negroes
life at its very best
Time and time after
alll
public
ruobili 12is
has happened a commentator al- will find most of us ending up with interesting business session en- living in the Delta region. In some your humble scribes pounce upon fp
ways comes along with the cor- our short comings, When we reach sued, and the members enjoy- counties Negroes outnumber them this opportunity to inform you of ,of the worship services.
these various activities.
rect solution to the problem. In- that land where we find ourselves
CLASS ACTIVMES:
delightful social hour. Mr. as much as four to one, with the
31T. MORIAH BAPTIST
p.m. A sermon will be heard at evitably he starts off like !Ina, too old, too weak, and too men- ed a
bulk of them being sharecroppers. Dr. j. Walter Carpenter, assoThe humanities class, under the
Mrs.
Nathaniel
and
Wellington
Sunday is Pastor's Appreciation 8 p.m.
But whether sharecroppers, phy- ciate pastor of Bellevue Baptist supervision of Mrs. Dorothy T.
"You know if this had been here tally circumscribed to do anything
Day at the Mt. Moriah Baptist NEW TYLER A13IE
sicians or teachers, writes Miss church, was guest speaker dur- Graham, instructor. motoreaded
and that had been there and if only one look at the past will re- were guests on this occasion.
t•hurch of 2634 Carnes ave. Five
Getting the services underway blank and blank had been true it veal to us that we have failed to
The next meeting will be held Murdock in Ebony, all Negroes ing our regular chapel hour on another field trip, March 1.
guest churches, Lane Avenue Bap- at the New Tyler ANIE church, never would have happened. This live up. So as the poet of old on March 10 at the residence of share a common bond, ostracism. Thursday (March 1,1. Rev. 0' Members
of the class went to
list, New Era Baptist, Union Val- Sunday, will be the men of the post-mortem always leads us to speaks to us today let us listen: Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lewis, of They are second-class citizens with Neil Crivens, pastor of St. SL'
Gallery to observe its
Art
Brooks
Icy Baptist, Greater White Stone church. They will give a breakfast the correct solution of the probLet us then be up and doing, 1421 Decatur St. Mrs. Pinkie Sim- each hemmed into his "place" phen Baptist church, was guest collection of paintings, an interestBaptist,
Baptist and Mt. Nebo
will from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. to benefit lem. We always think in terms of with a heart for any fate.
speaker for the extended day stumon, president, Mrs. Rebecca Cun- from birth to death.
ing part of their studies in humall)
take part in the celebration. The Men's Day. Men's Day will be ob- what might have been or what
Still achieving, still pursuing, ningham, secretary, and Mrs. OrilIt is the poorer class of whites .dents at their evening chapel serv- ities — and a more realistic met
pastors of the churches are Rev, served on March 25. Robert Fields, might have happened,
. , .
- a.
learn to labor and to wait!
la Akines, reporter.
that view the Negro with the great- i• .
od of understanding art. On return.
.1. W. Williams, Rev. Frank Bris- Charlie Thomas and C. W. Bowen NOT THE ONLY ONE
est hostility. The Negro has be- Man Sent From God," taken from ..
to the campus, the trend of the
ing
coe, Rev. E. T. Thomas, Rev. A. will he in charge.
A few days ago I saw a lady
come his scapegoat, opiate and St. John 1:6. The audience was in group's conversation indicated
R. Williams and Rev. Roy Love. Sunday school convenes at 9:30 who was in all means of evalua.
the subject of all his scorn. How- a sense, carried away with the that the time was profitably spent.
respectively. Rev. J. W. Williams am.,under the supervision of Mrs. tion a young person. Her face had
ever poor the white man is he minister's description of his sub- At least there is more interest
will deliver the sermon. A recep- Alma Bowen and Prof. Isiah scars evidently placed there by a
By MRS. ANGIE MITCHELL
must have this cherished fiction ject.
created among this small segment
tion in the lower level of the Goodrich, jr.
knife or razor, her front teeth
of inborn superiority to place him SPECIAL NOTICES:
for
might
aa
o phpelrpeo ioatthieorn students
February, a short calendar
church will follow. Mrs. Helen Bo-1 The pastor, Rev. H. W. Henning, i'ere missing, her voice was disCo-workers and friends a r e in his mind above the Negro.
of
art.
He
"Seven
The
Last
Words
ek
to
seek
month,
has
come
wen will he in charge. The gen- will officiate during the morning torted by the use of alcoholic bevand gone. It was thanked for their efforts in makdoes not wish to see the colored Christ" will be preached here in
The physical science 12 class
eral chairman of Pastor's Appre-Iand evening services . at 11 a•mierages and cigarettes, and from jammed with social activities In ing this
occasion a grand finan• person attain rights and opportun- the college chapel on Good Friday went to Booker T. Washington s
urban
community.
our
cation Day is Mrs. Louise Gaines. and 7:30 p.m., respectively,
all outward appearances she had
ities equal to his, for then this by Seven ministers of the city, auto-mechanic shop on Feb. 29 on
To begin with, Mrs. Parthenia cial success.
' P. J. Nelson will conduct the I ACE League will be held at 5:30 lost all desire to be any body.
pseduo-superiority would no longer Special music will be rendered. one of their many field trips.
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. At 11 p.m. Miss J. Flowers is the di- But let me hasten to say, "She Bell, of Parthenia Bell's Beauty
a m., the morning worship %sill . rectress.
is not the only person I see like school, gave us an Interesting narbegin. It will be spotlighted by
et
The public is invited to attend that" I see many people daily rative of the activities of the
•
an inspiring mesage by the pas- .311 services at the New Tyler ANIE who for some reason or anoth- Beauticians USA, Inc.. meeting'
ch
ur
ch.held down in Miami, Fla.
tor, Rev, R. W. Norsworthy.
'
er have lost their sense "of wantThe Baptist Training Union con- • BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
Women from all over the world
ing t be." Somewhere, life for
terms at 6 p.m, under the superIt will be a regular day for the them has become a d i s t o r t e d attended this affair. The executive
'ision of Mrs. R. W. Norsworthy. ;Bethlehem congregation Sunday. thing. The very thing that would board includes 61 persons from
Regular worship will be held at ;Beginning at 9:30 a.m., B. H. Hob make people -want to be some- the following states: Mississippi,
Tennessee, Louisiana,
7:30 p.m.
Texas,
man , will conduct the Sunday body" is missing.
The recent recital of Miss Er- I school.
I think or I am led to believe North Carolina, Georgia, New Jernestine Taylor held at Mt. Nloriah ' The pastor, Rev. J. R. Bibbs, that that is characteristic of our sey, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Wash- 1
Baptist church was attended by I will deliver a thought-provoking day and time. Too few adults and ington, D. C., Michigan, Virginia I
an overflow crowd. The talented " message at 11 a.m. Combined children actually want to be any. New York and Florida.
Nis Taslor was accompanied by , choirs .of the church will sing,
thing or anybody — until it is too This is a report of the meeting
Reginald Williams. Refreshments
Baptist Training Union at 6:30 late. Then when the "age of pro- by Mrs. Bell, Mississippi State
through the courtesy of The Pet p.m. will be under the direction ductivity" has passed and they president of the Beauticians, Inc.
segagade: . as.
Milk Company were served. Mrs. , of James Peoples. Evening serv- look around and see other people
This meeting had many interestRoland E. Towel' and Mrs. Mil- ice will be held at 8.
who started off with them going ing aspects. W'e were able to indred Riley are the onsultants.
I PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
the ladder of success they sudden- clude the Bahamas Island into our
The recital was sponsored by I Highlighting Sunday's worship le stop and realize "what might association.
the Captains group of Mt. Nlorials at Progressive Baptist Church have been.The delegation was greeted in
' Mrs. Nlaedelle Smith is the will be a musical at 3 p. m. The I hare said on many wagons Miami with a hearty welcome
With Quality Stamps
Church reporter.
Progressive Echoes Quartet will and to some of my readers it from the Sunshine State Beautici6T. JAMES AME
i render it.
might seem bitterly cold but to ans. We gathered at the Lord CalAt Bomah Center
The gospel in songs v. ill be pre. t A. J. Terry will be in charge me it is true nevertheless, in the vert and Queen Elizabeth hotels
216 So. Cleveland St.
iented by the North Memphis L'n- I of the Sunday School at 9 am. At final analysis a man (woman) is for our series of meetings. The
ion Chorus, Sunday, at St. James 111 a.m., the morning worship will what he (she) wanted to be. Only Sunshine Beauticians gave us a
Memphis
don breakfast Sunday morning.
AME church. It commences at 3 ,! be held. Rev. 0. C. Collins. the that and nothing more!
p m. Auxiiiary No. 5 is the spon pastor, will deliver the sermon ONE HIS VICTIMS
proceeds going to the polio fund.
sor. Mrs. C. V. Burrow is the , Thurman will supervise it.
Afterwards attention was turned
There is little or no reason for
president.
The young people will present a post-mortem. No oe needs to to the planning of next year's
Sunday tchool opens at 9115 a.m, a musical at 8 p.m.
stand around and cry out what meeting in Detroit and the trips
'William Jackson is the superinto France, Italy and London.
The Progressive Baptist church's could have happen if
be heard. Rev. H. NleDonal Net- Anniversary celebration begins on The 'ifs' of life are placed
The Beauticians refreshed on ,
there
tendent. At 11 a.m., a sermon will March 15. A number of guest by us. We must come to grips orange juice from the trees as
son, the pastor, will deliver it. 'churches and pastors will partie- with the fact that life
in the final often as they liked.
The ACE League is scheduled • !pate. It will culminate on March analysis is a positive thing. No
On the day of our departure,
Yes Madame.
for 6 p.m. Devotion and sermon 18.
one can live life on a negative the Sunshine State Beauticians
For all type of breads, •
the
will be held at 7•30 p.m.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
plane and expect to get any where. gave us an elaborate chicken, turmodern
housewife uses Jack
I Mrs. Thelma McKissic is the
key
and ham with trimmings dinThe combined choirs of St. Jude We may go on for a while but
Sprat enriched wheat flour. It
:church reporter.
' Baptist church will present the that negativeness has a peculiar ner in the swanky home of Dr.
contains extra vitamins as well
NEW HOPE BAPTIST
monthly musical, Sunday. at 8 p.m. way of catching up with us and Pharr,
as the correct amount of_sglia•
The New Hope Baptist congre— G. W. Mitchell is president.
Our
national
president was a
many time it catches up with us
ten that assures perfect bakgallon will worship with Morning
guest speaker on a forum while
Sunday school will be held at . when we can least afford it.
ing.
(;rove Baptist of Cardova Tenn., 9:15 a.m. William H. Davis is
were
we
in
Miami.
I have seen men who have boastBe smart and always keep a
Sunday, at 3 p.m. Rev. Joe Allen. the superintendent. Rev. A. H. ed over their ability to
Following
this
luncheon we regamble and
supply of Jack Sprat enriched
pastor of both New Hope and Charles, the assistant pastor, will win, or exploit
and never be de- turned to the hotel to make plans
wheat flour on hand to help
Alorning Grove Baptist churches, be 11 a.m. speaker.
I tected, or commit numerous other for sailing on the SS Queen of
you make every meal for your
will speak.
Baptist Training Union starts at offenses contrary to abundant liy- Nassau for the Bahamas. We ,
Sunday school at 9:a0 a in. will 6
family an extra special one.
ing, and for a season, getting were warmly. greeted, and travelbe .conducted by Sam Marahall. ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
AN EXTRA SPECIAL
• ii.vay with it, but later up the ed by taxis to the Saxony hotel
Officiating during the morning
The members and pastor of St, road when that same person needs which served as our headquarters.
BREAKFAST LOAF
worship at 11 a.m. will be Rev. Stephen Baptist church will visit I a friend
the first person w h o . aVe went on a sight-seeing tour
1 yeast cake
W. R. Edwards. Group captains with the Eastern Star congrega- comes
along is one of his victims, including the Government House
2 tablespoons lukewarm wa•
will report at this time, also.
tion, Sunday, at 3 pm. Rev. 0. This victim now has a chance to ; of Parliament where we were
ter
J. C. Curry directs the Baptist C. Crivens of St. Stephen will
de. retaliate and that is just what he greeted by the Governor's wife.
1.2 cup shortening
Training Union at 6 p.m.
She thanked the many state repliver the sermon. Rev. IV. Yields does.
1-2 cup sugar
A musical sponsored by the (lea. I the host pastor.
resentatives for the contributions
COULD HAVE HELPED
2 eggs
cons of the church will climax the
down
through
Sunday school begins at 9:15 am
the years.
Now back to this young lady I
3.1 cup milk
days worship. It will begin at Dr. F. L. Stephen will
Our own Mr. Bartel. a member
he in saw last week. In all probability
5
cups Jack Sprat enriched
730 pm.
charge. The pastor will officiate , she could have lived a far better of the government, showed us the
flour
FIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA
at 11 a.m. Communion will be " life than she did. She could have surroundings and carried us thru
1 teaspoon salt
It was a -succeaatuls Annual ad m ini
garden, another sight to be'
I been a noble example for some- the
a
1.2 cup seedless raisins
Missionary Society Day for the
Rev. Joseph McGhee directs the one to sec life as he had never !loicit
1-2 cup chopped candied
First Baptist Chelsea membership, Baptist Training Union at 6:30
We
sailed up the Atlantic on a
seen it before. That voice that is
cherries
recently. The Rev, 0. C. Collins
now torn to pieces, that lace that I glass boat. Our pilot was none
of Progressive Baptist church.
PLAIN WHITE ICING
Regular worship will be held at is now bruised because of one fight other than Joe Delaney who plays
t.aa principal speaker. Miss 8 p.m.
Dissolve
yeast in water,
that
in
the
movie
Flames of the Isafter another, and that body
cream shortening and sugar.
Liihan Morsan was chairman. The
The public is invited to attend has become distorted and eternal- land which will soon be showing
president is Mrs. J. D. Lewis.
Beat eggs, add to shortening
services at St. Stephen.
ly ruined, could have been a in the U. S.
At the house of reverence, Sun- GREATER WHITE BAPTIST
and sugar. Add milk and
It
was
wonderful,
mouthpiece for right and righteday, .services will be regular. Mar- 1 Regular services will be
yeast. add I cup flour: mix
The Stewardess Board of the
ousness.
held
at
s•ci cceit,r) evil) open the
well. Cover. Let rise in warm
Sunday the Greater White Stone Baptist
Some curious mind might say. Miles Chapel entertained with
School at M3o a.m. The pastor, church, Sunday.
place
one hour. Add salt, raitheir
annual
Silver
Benefit Tea on
"Well, why is he writing all of
Rev. Van J. Malone, v. ill pre side - Joseph McGhee. jr. will
sins, citron, cherries, Add reLincoln's birthday at the home of
trash ''
that
begin
e
the morning wor
in aining flour. Knead thoroughat 11 the day's worship with conduction
Just for this reason: I see too afring r• and Mrs. R. H. Hightower.p
a.m.
of Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. The many people who fall into two eatly. Put into a well greased 8Hostesses were as follows: High.
cernelia Sanders wit
inch round pan. Cover and let
morning worship convenes at 11 agories, one group bent on getting lower and Lowe. Ellis and Chase,
reet :Se Baptist Training Union
rise until double in bulk. Bake
at ; a•nl. The pastor, Rev. A. R. Wil- all it can out of life without Edmonds and Kimmons, Lewis an
6:so p
lias,
m will deliver the sermon.
in moderate oven at 350 deputting anything in and another Green, Warfield and Lindsey.
SIARTIN TEMPLE ('ME
; The Baptist Training Union will group at the end of the line wL
grees F about 1 1-4 hour. Re.
Out-of-town guests included Mrs.
who
Young Peaple's Day will be ob. he held at 6:30 p.m, At 7:50 p.m., now in the
Mrs. Thomas and Dugger of Bates.
move from pan. Frost with
gray
sunset
of
life
whoo
servedal Siartin Temple C. M. E. the pastor preside'..•
plain icing.
constantly say to themselves, "II v ilk.
L. A. Storey, will address the CENTENARY
It is just what I call an Ex METHODIST
I had my life to live over.S•Itte
The pastor, Rev,
-Thy Will Be Vones is the dy.
Ira Special Breakfast Loaf.
Those
old
warriors
will
soon
enL. A. Storey, will address the namie message that
will spotlight ter into that land of no return
Bye for now,
smells. Music will be furnished by ',Sunday's worship at the
Centen- where they must carry their wrong
Jana Porter
AUTOS - FURNITURE
the jsnisr ceeir.
ary Methodist church. Rev. D. NI. decisions, their bad choices, their •
At ts30 a m Alias Anna Jean Grisham, the pastor,
EQUIPMENT
will deliver warped ideas, and all that they
Cieglaie win dart Sunday School it.
have accumulated through life and
•
se re, kr.
Evening service is scheduled for, there give an account.
There is a reason why people
The Geralaine Sims Circle meets 7:'y
On the other end of the line
like to do business with us. It
at 5 p.m, plans eel be made lor 3IE1'ROPOL
ITAN BAPTIST
there is that group of young peois our prompt, friendly service,
the tea to be held on'Easter Sun- I The Lydia Club of
Metropolitan ple who are now surveying life.
day.
Baptist church is giving a Season.. To many of them life is a series ci,urtenus treatment and desire
to help you.
At 6 p.m , Youth Fellowship win al Tea Sunday from
3 p.m. to 6 of opportunities, a great ocean with
be heir!.
p in It will be held in the lower many pathways, an unconquered
•
will be given at 8 level of the educational building. world that bids them welcome.
A
i
It
p.m.
Mrs. Lila Dumas is the president. I is to this group that I address
Mrs Geraldine Sims is t h e , H. H. Ateman
conducts the Sunchurch report cr.
FINANCE COMPANY
• day school at 9:30 a.m. A sermon message at 11 a.m. At 5:40 p.m..
COLUMBUS BAPTIST
.by the pastor, Rev. S. A. Owen,' Baptist Training Union begins. I
152 MADISON AVE.
The No. 1 Vallee Board of Co- I will be heard during the morning Regular worship
will be held at
Jumbo. Baptist church will bring worship at 11 a. m. The choirs of 7 p.m.
PHONE JA 5-7614
to th e hou .,e of worship, Sunday. the church will render
music tin- BETHEL A31E
Herne Owned • Homo Oporated
a very interestina speaker, Rev. der the direction
of Prof. J. W. The Bethel ANTE church will ob.
L. R. Daimon of Belmont Baptist Whittaker.
'serve its 62nd anniversary next
church. Arlington, Tenn. Rev, Don.. Baptist Training Union commen- !Sunday.
son mill speak at 3 p. in, Isiah 'ees at 5:45 p.m. Evening worship
At the house of reverence. SunWoody is president of the No. 1 ! will
i day services will be regular. W.
be held at 7:30.
Usher Board.
MT. NEBO BAPTIST
E. Scott will conduct the Sunday
YES OPPORTUNITY knocks every week for talented boys and you are invited to
Beginnole at 9:30 a.m., P. BumThe Mt. Nebo Baptist church school at 9:30 a.m. The pastor, Thousand'
contact WDI 1. The broadcast is heard
of couples are weak, worn-out, exevery
pus will ((induct Sunday School. will take part in Mt, moriah Ra p, Rev.
girls
of the Mid•South as Big Star Food Stores everywhere devote Saturday at 11:30, originating
hausted
because
lust
body
fads iron. For new
Robert McRae, will officiate
from the studio of WDIA with genial
',singer feeling atter 40, try Ostrex Tonic
Morning set vice starts at 11 a.m, list church's Pastor Appreciation at 11
A.
C.
Williams
their
morning
entire
Saturday
program
as
over WM.% to the premaster of ceremonies. Appearing
a.m.
'1 .1,1,1. Contain iron for pep, supplement
on a recent
with the pastor, Rev. A. E. Camp- Day. Sunday, at 3 p in. Mt, Nebo's
doses s damn' }II and It. In
The ACE League will be tinder Outer
sentation of boys and girls who en,'..is• singing and dancing. These show were, left to right, front row: Willie etses,DeNAge, Vernon
"Mee day,
suppliea
a,
mu(
iron as 16 dozen raw
bell, presiding.
Hatch. Geraldine Spay, and Cathryn
pastor, Rev. Roy Love, will be the supervision of Thomas Powell xis stets. 4 lb, of liver or11 III
young performers are the stars of tomorrow. If you play an right:
Neely. Second row, left to
In, of beef 7-day
lIrs. L. NI. Ewelles will direct master of ceremony.
at unsuited- sire costs bit le. Of get F.,e0g..
verhaline Scales, Yvonne Preston,
at 530 p.m. Evening service con. -itet•
g we and save $1.43. At
Charles R. Pierce, Lillie
instrument or can recite or sing and would like an audition tryout, Ruth austin
all druggists.
the Baptist Training Union at 6:30 I The Pastor delivers a special venes at 7:30.
and Gloria Stamps,
ARE CLIASED flIt1CitIG
/ U.11.1 rar
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AMERICA'S mFAVORITE
MILK and ICE CREAM

GOINGS AT OWEN

The Pulpit Speaks

VIP Club Meets
With Mrs. Akines

Sardis Miss. News

FREE GIFTS

DELTA WAXTEX
SYRUP WAX PAPER

12 OZ. BOTTLE
C

100 FT. ROLL

Cl

LOANS

Each Week Big Star Brings Opportunity to Youthful Stars Over WDIA

DIXIE

Husbands! Wives!

Get Pep, Vim; Feel Younger

Southren Wonders Add sT!,7.41°7°1 1 5
Erb),Cox To Quartet 'Vii! Fastiand

Jackson Minister Wins
Award In Book Contest

1

The Rev. Cleavant Derricks, Leader to lend his talents to the
minister of the Macedonia Bap- progress of his race.
Chattanootist church, Jackson, Tenn., has j The author, born in
now lives in the neargy city
ga,
won an honorable mention award
of Jackson. His church service is
of $100 in the Pageant Press Best broadcast every Sunday morning
Book Contest for 1955 for his study from his local station. He studied
of the American Negro, "Crumbs at the A and I State university in
_From The Master's Table."
_Nashville. Knoxville college and
An important contributiin to In- the American Baptist Theologic
ter-racial harmony, Mr. Derricks' Seminary in Nashville. Mr. Derengrossing book presents a pene- ricks is also the composer of
trating analysis of many of the many gospel songs that are known
false notions held about his race. and sung throughout the country,
In most cases, he points out both in church and on the radio airtheir origin and their complete ways.
lack of factual foundation.
NEW CONTEST
A plea for understanding and Simultaneously with the ancooperation, "Crumbs From The nouncement of the awards in the
Master's Table" candidly and dra- 1955 Contest, Pageant Press anmatically illustrates the necessity nounces a new Best Book Contest
for a concrete, all-embracing pro- for 1956, with $1,600 in cash
gram that will hasten desegrega- awards. First prize will be 5500;
Lion without disruption.
Second prize $250; and third prize
I $150. There will also be seven HonTEN YEAR PLAN
This program, which Cleavant orable Mention Awards of $100
Derricks calls his "ten-year plan'', each.
Includes a Negro Chamber of Com- The contest is open to all aumerce, a joint association of re- thors of unpublished works of ficligious groups of both races, or- tion and non-fiction; novels, bio::ganization on the political level to raphy. text-books, poetry. authobiensure the legal right to vote; and ography, history, science humor,
the cooperation of every Negro philosophy, business -and--econom
ics, juvenile and "how-to" books.
No entry fee is required, and full
details of the contest can be obtained by writing to Pageant Press,
CAN YOU USE
Inc., 130 W. 42 St., New York 36,
N.Y.
MORE

•

CASH,
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
'WHIR! 1011(5 OKI YOU
GI! PRIIIRINflAt
Slavic(

Says South Will Lose
CLEVELAND — Central State
College president Charles H. Wesley last week told the Cleveland
City Forum that "southern states
which refuse to drop the color bar
in education cannot win their rebellion against the Constitution of
the United States."

This One?

Th, Southern Wonders are tinThe Wonderful Southern WonRecord
ders, forenuist gospel quartet in , der contract to
, the Mid-Sou,h and one in the high. Co. in thmstlin, Texas and (nor
One ot
Staunchest foes
!est ranking groups in the nation, I recording ot -The Eagle Stirs Her
i announced the newest addition to Nest- is a best seller all over of school integration learned last
eeek that his children will more
the group. He is Erby Cox, pian- the country. For four years the
than likely attend school with Neist and organist, replacing Louis Southern 1Vondcrs were under conBlair, guitarist, who had been • tract to Radio Station- %%IBA and .;roes next term unless he pulls
it was there that the name "Won- them out of the private school in
with the aggregation for years.
which they are studying.
Erb)', son of Mrs. Grace Wil- derfur was acquired.
Faced with the problem is Sean-rwas
requarta
some
The
doing
unis
st.,
Tunica
liams, of 1423
tor Eastland, a Democrat, of Mishe
I
for
l'et M ilk Compa- sissippi.
married, 25 years old and a grad- cording
He has three children atuate of Manassas High school ny(and Mr. Swanson, local in
tending Soluell Friends school, in
to
for
company
remarked
the
writthe
in
%%here he was active
Washington. D. C. They are: Anne
l er's and speaker's club. bio club Bert Ferguson. station owne r. Eastland, 17: Sue. 15, and Woods,
, and glee club. lle has a BS degree " -They are wonderful." A. C. W
11
ins repeated the sentence aloud
; from Tuskegee Institute at TuskeThe sulwell school announced
as
n
who
Nelson
emceeand
Ford
gee, Ala.
last week that
limited number
Alpha Phi ing the show repeated it in the of qualified Negro students' will be
miles. Both are members or !• He is affiliated with
enth Annual Co-ed's Weekend
MEMPHIANS REUNITED in
before he mike.
admitted next term. 'rhe Sidwell
well known Memphis, Tenn. Alpha fraternity and
at North Carolina college it
Now the group is known through- school is a Quaker institution.
Durham — %lien Miss Roberta
the army
into
was
commissioned
Mrs.
is
left
Seated
families.
was "old home week" for her
in 1953 he was active in the laitle out America as "The Wonderful
Church (at speaker's stand,)
Public school desegregation in
Josephine Dobbs Clement, proSouthern %Vonders."
and Dr. Majorie Lee Browne.
minority group consultant for
!Washington is -already underway.
fessor of economics at NCC, Theatre at Tuskegee, sang o ith
years.
the Tuskegee choir four
EASTER IN DETROIT
The talkative senator from Misseated center, chairman of the
one of the famous Dobbs sisthe U. S. Department of Labor.
ireTtiskegee Octette two years. was
The next engagenient of nation- :
refused to comment when
ters of Atlanta, Ca.
college's department of mathe
Washington, keynoted the seva member of the ROTC ofticers wide interest will be their appear- . confronted with the school's plan
club.
the
and
on
Arts
club
industrial
ance on Easter Sunday
for next year.
in,
officer
school
is music
hil in the Army, Mr. Cox Golden Cup shoo in Detroit, soonWe
charge, and J. II. Fitt,. IIMSTR, served 11 months in Germany, was .
.
t
as clinic
platoon leader of rifle platoon and
R. L. Weaver, hooking manager
soufpZ
were mortar platoon: safety officer, t•. of the Southern Wonders Gospel
"Trynt:::
Queen
, the concert by the world -renown- B. B. officer, motor officer, demo- Quartet. invites you to listen to Elizabeth II has appointed Lt.
ed U. S. Navy Band, Command- 'Mon officer and assistant S-2. lie the Southern Wonders each day Gen. John Bagot Glubb (Glubb
er Charles Bremner, leader, and was separated from the service ' from noon tit 1230 (is er 1VC-1311 ra- Pasha) a knight commander of
a dance band concert of modern as first lieutenant last June 28, , dio station. You're iii fled to send the Order of the Bath for his
by the dance 1955.
the Southern Wonders a card, let- services to Britain in the Middle
Benjamin Branch. of 3034 Cal- band directors from all sections dance arrangements
e'm' or telegram and they•Il be glad East.
vert, director of a local band and and organize them for better ap. band from the U. S. Naval Acad- QUARTET MEMBERS
eya,n eattile
t he
iler
The Southern - Wonders quartet !to
music instructor at Carver High i preciation of band instruction. lie emy Band.
was originally organized 14 years
school in Tupelo, Miss., represent- was among five Negro hand direcEXPECT MIIJION SALES
ago and re-organized with the pres- I heard Vadl Sunday morning (ruin
ed Mississippi at the recent All tors attending the clinic.
CALL
of
MILWAUKEE — (INS) — The ent group fist. years ago. Mem- 7:31) till 8 a.m. over WCItli. Mr
supervisor
TuAllen,
W.
J.
Instrumental
and
Eastern Band
clinic conducted at the U. S. Nav- pelo schools, supported Mt. Branch Milwaukee Braves announced hers are, Ernes 1'. (Little Preach- Weaver is also a religious disc
al School of Music, U. S. Naval in attending the clinic where it Monday that their advance ticket er) McKinney, first tenor; R. 1. jockey over Radio Station WC1111.
153 N. CLEVELAND
Recruiting Station, Washington, D. was honored by being selected as :;ales for the 1956 season have hit W.tas'er, second tenor and managcan
PHONE BR 6-6041
Braves
modern
factory
The
mark.
Fargo—A
969.159
the
the
group;
Franklin.
of
of
er
one
temporary chairman at
Jack
C.
said they expect to top one mil- tenor; Ernest Moore, baritone: handle about 6,000 tons of sugar
Mr. Branch says the objective of the meeting's sessions.
Over 30 Years
and Ardis Yancey, bass.
beets in a day.
J. F. McDonald. LCDR, USNR, lion in the nest ten days.
the clinic was to bring together

I

Ben Branch Attends
Naval School Clink

Fired Commander
LoNnoN _• oss) —

Electrical Wiring
FRED G. !ONES

Now..
NeNlKing-Size
joins the
world's most
famous
bottle

/9

Standard-Size
The world's mostfamous'
bottle, hyflir
For the pause that rcjieshes
wherever you are

Here it is, Actual Size..
For a king-size thirst, its mighty nice
Just fight, too, for "two with ice"

Coca Cola Bottling Company of Memphis Tenn.
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ow Casual Can You Be?

DEAR DIME. CHANTE: Just a
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have
few lines to let you hear from a faithfully kept up with your colyoung fellow who is in much need umn for a long time and I have
of a good girlfriend. I am very been so depressed and despond1.
lonesome. I would like a girl be. ent until I thought I would write
tween the ages of 21 and 23 years to you for help. I am a woman
of age. She must be willing 25 years old and I have never
to get married in the near future. been married however I have a
I am 22 years of age, 5 ft. 11 daughter two years old. Her daddy
Inches tall. weigh 150 pounds, dark and 1 were to be married last
brown complexion and attending February but he died. He was
television institute. She must be found frozen. I have been alone
jetelligent and like to attend mo- and miserable ever since. I am
tries and dances. I am a ball looking for a man who doesn't
om type guy. She must be 5 ft. mind having a woman who has a
inches or taller, weigh between child. I am 5 ft. 8 1-2 inches
8 to 124 pounds, light brown and tall. I would like someone about
"ice looking. Hope you can help 6 ft. tall but I don't care about
`se. I would like to receive a pie- looks as long as he is underSre of her. Alton Bromfield, 908 standing, that's the main thing. I
last 42nd Place, Chicago 15, III. am a working woman and believe
e ••
in being independent. I live
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I have alone on the south side and very
wen reading your column and its lonely for love. If it is humanly
very interesting. I would like to possible please help me. Miss
\aye a nice young man who is in. Alma Rutledge, 338 E. 56th St.,
)erested in marriage write to me. 3rd Fl. Chicago, Ill.
•••
I am 18 years old, single, 5 ft.
inch tall, weigh 110 pounds and
DEAR MIME. CHASTE: I have
light brown complexion. I like to just moved into the Douglas Park
have him between the ages of 20 area and would like to become
and 24. Miss Mary Anna Dawson, ' acquainted with the young men
6536 S. Blackstone Ave., Chicagol and women here. I am twentyeight years old, have a Junior col37,111.
•••
lege education and don't smoke.
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am a I like progressive people. I am
lonely lady and would like to re- particularly interested in men and
ceive nice letters from pen pals. women who would like to o w n
I am 44 years old, light brown their own business as I am thinkskin, long hair, 5 ft. tall and weigh ing seriously of venturing into
115 pounds. I will answer all let- that field. I am quiet somewhat
*
ters. Please enclose photos in first reserved, although I am congenial.
letter. Miss C. :t1. Anderson, 1426 I am not exactly an introvert. alBreedlone St., Memphis 7, Tenn. though I can appreciate moments
a
of solitude. I live on the boulevard
• *
in
a
seven
room
apartment over' DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am
interested in meeting a young man, looking the park. I would like to
between the ages of 28 and 30.! hear from men and women between the ages of 25 through 45.
I would like one who doesn t drink
extremely, have a high school ed- Jacqueline Young, 3747 Douglas
ucation and sincere and interested Blvd. Chicago, Ill.
•*•
in getting married. I like all clean
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am
sports. I am 25 years old, weigh
148 pounds. 5 ft. 2 inches tall. writing to see if you can help me
Please send photo in first letter. as you help others. I am 25 years
following, rather off-conservative
I will answer all letters. Miss Lu- of age and would like to correstrends for Spring:
ChiDelivery,
pond
with
General
gentlemen
my
Black,
age
or ;
cille
Open-toed shoes for daytime ("No
older. I want a man who is concago, Ill.
more hot feet,"- pastel checks
sidering marriage. Color doesn't
•••
and plaids in business suits ("Men
On successive days last week, r groes to patronize segregated bus..
matter so long as he is a good
: DEAR MME. CHASTE: I read
are finally breaking through the The WashingtonEvening
man
for
they are hard to find.:
Star and es. ..
your column every week and think
color barrier"), flat-crowned hats The Washington
Lula Murry, 4117 S. Wentworth,
Post r oundly
"The implication (of the grand
it is great. I thought perhaps you
("to
aid
entering
airand
ears
By
PHYLLIS BATTELLE
spanked Montgomery, Ala., au. jury) is, or seems to be,
!dress as immodestly as women. nature must
that
could help me. I am a very lone- Chicago, Ill.
be counted above planes") and more and smarter
• •
NEW YORK — (INS) — Men' "The reason is that men don't physical architecture. Women as a ,Bermuda length shorts ("which thorities for invoking an anti-union reason and a sense of fair play
ly lady and would like to meet
law to set up indictments of 115 are being destroyed in MontgomDEAR MME. CHASTE: lam a ' should be encouraged, in the Sum- particularly care to emancipate unit have more time to devote will
some nice man. He must be clean
I
be worn everywhere with im- Negro leaders of
the celebrated ery by rising racial feeling. If this
e collar an to an interest in fashion and Ipunity this year.")
and neat. I would prefer someone regular reader of your column. I mer to wear Bermuda shorts to h
Montgomery bus boycott.
tie and long-sleeved jacket. Oh, its variations. Men have
is correct, it is indeed time for
from St. Marks Methodist church am writing to see if you can help. the office!
other
Schoeffler suggested that! climb
The Post refers to the indict- the leaders of both races, and in
Men should be permitted in the perhaps for a day or two in July, interests.
or around Chicago. He must be me in finding a companion. I am
They cannot afford off my soapbox and stop worryments as "a monumental display this instance, especially for t hi
swear delicately about to sit before a mirror and ing
5 ft. 6 or over, weigh from 160 a very lonesome person. I am 29 Stork club and similar snob spots they st
about the styles of men, even of
ages years of age, 5 ft. 9 inches tall without
the conventions that prevail. But dramatize their
folly." The Star sees the strat- leaders of the white race, to take
ties or jackets!
to 200 pounds, between the
appearance." I in the sizzling days.
adopted by yy
I 48 and 60 1 am medium brown. weigh 140 pounds and a part time
Montgomery city a long and thoughtful look into
Men should be lauded not laueh- when the temperature drops, so . Men are becoming increasingly! Men are like proud, long-haired eg
future."
5 ft. 41-2 inches tall, weigh 18e ' employe at the post office. I would ed at, if they wear sleeveless i does the frustration •
daring, however, in a langorous dogs: You can clip them of their fathers as 'almost beyond 'beTHE POST SPEARS OUT
Men, implied the debonair Mr. way. Schoeffler has just returned glory for the sake of their com- lief."
pounds and 50 rears old. I will like a sincere young lady about shirts, open -toed shoes. strapless
The Washington Post:
answer all mail. I am a good my own age or not over 35 with vests or even (forgive me. father) Schoeffler. are more easy-going i from a snoop-visit to the Eurpoean fort, but
These editorial expressions are
the chances are they'll
than women.
cook and housekeeper. Mrs. B. at least one or two children. She off the shoulder sweat shirts!
! fashion centers, and he reports the slink into a corner and pout,
remarkable because Washington, "The municipal authorities of
Coleman, 118 E. 50th Pl., Sec. Fl. must be a truthful and honest perFor four years. since I encountthe nation's capital, only a few Montgomery, Ala, chose WashIt has been my theory — and .
son and drink once in a while if ered my first pair of bare
Chicago, Ill.
short months ago segregated Ne- ington's birthday — they might
male I explained it to the fashion ex.'
•* •
'
' she so desires. I will exchange legs strolling cooly across
goes on street cars and buses even more appropriately have
Park pert. that Men should be flashier
DEAR MME. CHANTE.: I am , Photos and answer all letters. avenue. I have sat back and wait-,dressers than women.
and in every other conceivable chosen Lincoln's birthday — to
Physicease their sense of frustration with
an ex-serviceman who seeks cor-: Please don't write if not sincere. ed confidently for the revolution.' ally, they are designed
way,
in corna momumental display of folly....
respondence with some young lady I I am dark brown in complexion- ! I recalled a classic line by Joe
paratively
The
editorials
simple,
suggest that intesymmetrical
The frustrating thing about this
whether she resides here in Chi- Eugene B. spencer, 636 E. 133rd 1 Frisco who, when passing the tab- shapes — more
gration in Wishington is working Negro
or less up and
protest from the white point
cago or elsewhere in the world, st., Chicago, /U.
le of a man eating an oyster cock- down — and their
well. The strong language indi- of
conservative
,••
VieW in Montgomery is that it
and is sincerely interested in cretail, remarked, "Boy, the guy who hairdos and lack of cosmetic
cates
that
the
capital's
editorial is impeccably lawful orderly, digcolating a lasting friendship. I would
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am tried that dish for the first time oring makes it
writers, at least, are indignant nified
logical that they CHARITY
1 charity toward humanity
and effective. It strikes at
1
like one who is interested in the interested in meeting a man of must've had guts!"
at
large
, should be colorfully clothed. To
Regardless as to how your next ' is lacking. Your hope for a bright- that the rest of the nation hasn't an important pocketbook nerve of
finer things in life and willing 0; "Letters" in the educational area.
And I thought — now that the : set them apart, one straight torso , door
followed
Washington's
road to de- the community.
neighbor feels about you, do ! er tomorrow will never come to
consider marriage starting from : He must be ambitious, sincere,' nuded knee has been exposed to from
..
the other.
1 you exercise the feeling of char- • pass, if that virtue of charily is segregation.
"Negroes, like white persons,
the bottom. She must be willing have personality, kind, have some'j Park avenue, in front of the WalWomen,
on
the
other
hand,
THE
are
STAR'S
•
ity
app.
towards
EDITORIAL
hint? Remember not manifested
have an indubitable right to travel
and able to make a home
wealth and is steadily employed. dorf doorman and everybody •— more complexly
constructed, curs-- Paul's words to the Corinthians
Here's what The Star had to say as they please — afoot or by bicyand I would rather she be on the I would like for hiim to he around a precedent has been set.
Paul
in
concluding
his
letter
to
bodY,
NI
of
colored of face and "Though I speak with the tongues
on the indictments:
quiet side. I'd appreciate photo in thirty nine or forty five years of
cle or by car or by bus. There it
the Corinthians says "and now
What happened?
fingers and intricate of hair stvl- of men an
"It is hard to believe that this really no way to force them to
d of angels and have '
first letter. Nictor Holt, 1230 \\. age. I am highly educated' at.
"Well now, man has come a ing. It i; they who should
*5
9
P
ese
dress
is happening in 1956, and we sup- patronize a bus line; and there
not charity.
am become a a 1 t hree: but the greatest of
Adams St., Chicago, Ill.
tractive and in my thirties. I want long was the last few years,'said simply and conservatively
these pose that the indictments,
, rather sounding brass or a tinkling cm
if the appears to be no way, at least
the educator to equal me or excel O. E. Schoeffler, fashion editor of than men.
is charity.•' Life will unfold with
Negroes should be convicted, will in Montgomery, to operate a bus
I often me. Miss S. A. Stills, Rt, 1, Box
DEAR MME.(
it's
all
Esquire magazine, "hut . I don't
beauty,
if
that
great vir- ultimately be
"This is an interesting theory," j Your love for
thrown out by the line profitably without their patyour home, chil- tue of charity is shown to
read your column and I think it 45, Quincy, Florida.
I think in our time, he will ever conceded Schoeffler, 'but
your courts, Meanwhile however
human 1 dren and friends mean nothing if
the , ronage. Coercion in this situation
is the greatest. Will you please
family and friends in your every
spectacle remains — the specta- can produce only 'distrust, dislike
print my note? I sin 5 It. 6 inches
day living.
de of white people, who are and hatred' at home while making
tall weigh 135 pounds, off brown
•• •
540114
'
S EVERq.
611ty
4 )(fiNE....Iiiet FINE! YoU
staunchly opposed to integrated Montgomery look ludicrous if not
skin and 23 years of ac. I love
k k4OW•5 1“E Wire?
Dear Prof. Herman W h Y schools, attempting
040%)..4 NEVER REAMED
church work. I am on the usher
to compel Ne- worse abroad."
r--\..\,.......
am
I so neglected and left out
like
I
would
WE
board in my church.
VJEt2E MARIZtED VOR
of things by both my family and
So LoNG ..
to meet males and females from
friends. I try so hard to do my
..;/—
18 to 36 in the city who like church.
duty toward my husband and chiliz
There aren't many young people
/
dren. I want to be a part of the
In my church. I would prefer
group when out for the evening, ‘1'6 Qurce A PuttIE —Mel11?TNERVS A
someone who work at night as I
GuY
but I am left out the next time. -04M edow.:0 RATHER SPI4104
do. Mildred Moorehead, 1;670 S.
PoCxElflo
oKS
1.0404
Why? Sara.
Michigan ave., Chicago 37, Ill.
GE1 A PAIING JOB...BUl MOEN ME GS
ANS. Probably your manner
• k
GoiNG101AKS b40A...HE'LL
to your family and friends is
AND
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
WON'T
DRAW
forced
and does not ring true.
writing to jr
.2;_te if ou are able to
People can easily detect insinhelp me as •.%ou base helped oth cerity. Your problem gave rise
ers. I am a sim.de man a2e 40.
to the thought for this column.
light complexion. 6 it 1 inch and
Read it carefully.
weigh 190 pounds. I am iookini: !or
• •
a wife age 21 to 30. nice lookir2.
E.
S.
T.
My
marriage is to take
weigh 125 to 130 and must he
place soon, but something within
looking for the better thinc in
is creating a fear to go ahead with
life. I am not a rich man but
this great step in my life. Why
I have a good job to take good
should I feel this way now?
care of a wife. please send phoANS. Why not let me give you
.•{Es sm..,NNEVE
to in first letter and I will do the
WARRIZD) (eV-MR/FIFTY
both a character
analysis?
6uESS
A
same. Mr. Chris Jones, C-0 Mrs..1
Guq
IS
ENIITLED
FOR1q-a4INE ktEAS M itp'J
Write me in care of this paper
—
L. Perkins. 4843 Langley Ave., ChiTO
A
vitILE,
DR0
,
11‹
Or
FoRwARD
104
GoLIDEN
for a private reely. Send 33c and
cago 15, Ill.
SoME,IAIN
your birthday and complete
NNEDDIN.N.y
*
name and address. I shall be
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am
happy to help you.
an old lady and after losing my
husband five years ago find myself very lonely. I would like to
find a few old people who are
lonely also. I am 67 years old.
Mrs. R. Hankins, 1171 Fulton St.,
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — WilBrooklyn 16, N. Y,
* ••
berforce university, one of Ohio's
oldest church-supported colleges,
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am
last week celebrated its 100th anIsere with my mother and she
niversary with a special centenkeeps telling me to find some new
nial assembly.
young people of my own likeness.
Guest speaker was Dr. Samuel
I only want to meet a lady of 27 or
Gould of Antioch College, w h o
91 who does a lot of t r a v. r
said that the concept of free edlug and don't w ant to tra‘el alone.
ucation came much earlier than
Please Lula Hankins, 1171 Fulton
1856, the year Wilberforce was ,
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Hese Office. 2.141 South Wellington -- Phelan JA 4-11397
How are you making use of your count the future along with the
opportunities This is a good ques- past and present — a collective
tion for each individual to ask him- view. The short range view only
self after Brotherhood Week.
considers the immediate past and
EVANS L. CLIMIN1. Aintelsaut hhisaurb,
,
It is an inner drive within ev- the present — a selfish view.
One will never measure up to
ery human being which causes
•
Supeetipthe Miss Owe year. $6s eh weethe. $3.50.(2-yeet epeeist sueseriptiee rate.
them to desire to stand in a high- the obligations or meet the reThe Tri-itat• Defender Dees Net Take Respeedbility lit Oweellelied Meeeeerhte it Kele&
er place than the one they occu- sponsibilities to which opportunipy. This drive can be directed ties assign them unless they look
Published Even Thursday by the TN-Stets Oohed*, Publsbiag Co. lamed as Sword
for good or evil dependent upon further than yesterday and today.
the motives of the individuals.
The past is gone and cannot be
Ms Metter it the Memphis Pest Offhe Marsh U. 1932. Wed*, Ast et Mara 2, 1070.
Every opportunity is an assign- recalled. In s few hours, today
ment. An assignment is an obli- will be yesterday joining the ungation, also a responsibility.
corrected mistakes of the past,
An obligation is assumed, there- also the never to return joys and
fore, individual in capacity A re- sorrow of yesterday.
Are you making the full use of
sponsibility is a test of an individual's ability to live up to his your opportunities armed with inobligations.
formation of the past and the
the future or are you simply driftTHREE STEPS
To recognize opportunity re- ing with the tide?
While drifting in energyless
quirerthree (3) things: The inform ion; the vision, and the de- movement, those who drift have
no certain destination, neither
on this cision.
An editorial on March 1 in a local dai- ling the Negro was freed. The story
edian
inside
All information is acquired, do they have any certain time to
ly entitled "A Word To Negro Editors" development was buried deep
whether
from one's own experienc- arrive.
offers
daily
this
Yet
newspaper.
was called to our attention last week. tion of the
Use well your opportunities.
from
or
es
the experiences of othThe reader said: "They (the local white advice about one-sided reporting 'especial- ers. Learning how to recognize an
press) are beginning to feel what they ly in these times."
opportunity is important. This is Interested In Africa
The daily's editorial suggested that close up. The ability to see the
have been practicing. I hope you won't let
DEAR EDITOR: I am interested
read
the Negro press should not "inflame
end results of an opportunity is in Africa and the Africans, especthis matter pass without comment."
vision — a distant view.
ially those of the Gold Coast and
The daily's essay stated that "A citiDuring the past six months, the loca1 To choose to act upon the op- Nigeria. Africans in these areas
7.en who had read what we (the local daily)
press, through clever angling and portunity in the light of the close are in great need of assistance in
had to say about good -will between the white
headlines has subtly and brazen- up and the distant view is wisdom. cattle raising. Improved breeds of
prominent
races brought us as copy of a Negro newswhite readership a spirit of de- There can be no success without beef and dairy cattle should he
its
to
fed
ly
paper.
Constitution of the United the power to know, the vision to introduced, plus improved methods
the
to
fiance
"He pointed to two headlines on Page States.
see and decision to act.
of farming.
To know, one must seek. To see, Our domestic types of ,geese,
One: 'White Merchant Kills Physician,' and
has
press
white
local
the
contend
NVe
of—
one must know, and to decide, in ducks and chickens are unknown
'2 Whites Attack Woman.'"
been a big contributing factor in fanning the best interest of all concern- there. Africans subsist on altogethThe person who carried the Negro the fires of resentment over the Negro's ed, one must think. Thought is creer too starchy a diet. No one
newspaper, the Tri-State Defender, to the struggle here for full rights he is due as ative.
seems to care or interested in cordaily office was quoted as saying: "Not a an American citizen.
In making a decision, all of the recting this.
single item about crime by Negroes."
On the other hand, the Negro press mental processes are brought to My own people are not interestThe files of the Tri-State Defender re- has not aided in the creation of any fringe bare things stored up, things imag- ed and discourage me. Am thereflect this: Well-rounded coverage of devel- or radical groups. It keeps the Negro inary, things feared, things enjoy- fore wondering if the Afro-Ameriopments among Negroes and other activi- abreast of developments with regard to the ed, things real and things invision- can people in your city could be
informed. Thru their contribution
ties of significance and interest to our attainment of full freedom and it protests ed.
VIEW
A
SELFISH
a fund could be collected for this
readers.
the abuses he suffers on the rocky road he The correct use of the power of purpose. If properly conducted the
Giving its position on the matter, the must tread. It lauds and encourages those choice is to select the better part. Africans could reap.great beneit.
daily newspaper said: "Negro papers true white Christians who believe in obe- This is relative dependent upon fit from this type Of work. I for When 'I got on an airliner one brightly colored flowers circling I did not see muchofofmy
autoblo
The next volume
should not give a one-sided picture and in- dience to the law and order and lend the your view, whether your view is one would like to go there to aid morning after breakfast in New and moving on the earth beneath graphy
partially concerns ny
them.
plane
the
of
out
got
and
flame readers . • . especially so in these Negro a helping hand in his struggle.
long ranged or short ranged. A them. — A. Herman Nyboer, Al- York
These "flowers" turned out to years of living and writing in Cali
that evening before dinner in San
times. There is nothing the Negro press
War II, so
The local daily involved printed an ed- lung range view takes into ac- den, Ill.
it all seemed like a be the tops of the gay and very fornia before World
Francisco,
can do for the progress of the Negro quite itorial recently entitled, "Put the Race
came to the Coast to check som,
miracle to me. Not only the swift- colorful cars most people own in
so effective as showing a sense Of respon- Question in a Larger Picture." We extendthings I was not sure 1 had re
nes': of the flight across the whole California — all sorts of brilliantmembered correctly. Since I hay,
sibility."
ed our commendation (1) because such an
of the U. S. A. in daylight, but ly painted models that would put
never been a lover of cold tveatil
We make this same recommendation editorial in a local white paper was out of
the sudden change in climate Sugar Ray's mauve-pink chariot
to shame. Aquamarine, rose, pur- er, I was glad my task brough
to this daily newspaper and the local white the ordinary and (2) because we hoped it
made it hard to believe,
Golden Gate toward th:
Sin6e I slept practically the en- pie, coffee-tan cars, violet, scar- me to the
press in general. An example of distasteful reflected a reversal of previous position in
end of a rather miserable Eastern
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news handling by that newspaper will be handling controversial issues, in the news
ing New York in the cold to conic tone jobs fill the San Francisco winter, and that I reached Cali
found in its February 29 edition. There ap- columns.
fornia just in time to miss th,
down in California on a balmy streets.
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peared on Page One a story tagged "29
The editorial asserted in one paraIn front of the Booker T. Wash- rains and to rim into wonderfu
evening almost three thousand
Juveniles in 24-Hour Period! On Charges graph: "Why should we withhold from the
mixed miles from Harlem seemed like a inglon Hotel I saw a gentleman sunshine. w a r in and clear a
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One of the interesting aspects
of Stealing Cars, Bikes, Scooters."
schools in Chicago and had dream. I had had eggs and bacon of color roll up in a snow white Springtime with men walkin
Negro the equal respect his heart craves? of the Autherine Lucy case .is
Some 17 white teenagers were men- A man who belittles one of another race the sensitivity of some Univermany colored friends who at home in Manhattan and that Cadillac with an ALASKA license around coatless in sportshirts.
San Francisco's Fillmore Stree.
visited our home and night I ordered shrimps on Fish- plate on the back, Some friends
have
tioned as law-breakers in the story. Four only belittles himself ..."
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friends
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them
caused
Negroes were cited as violators. Now where
embarras..ment
or
Intentionally
unintentionally, the
"He can't understand what with Pacific watefs rocking t h e pick me up for a drive in an or- Harlem's Lenox Avenue in sum •
was the greatest emphasis placed?
daily is doing well nigh each day the exact the unfavorable publicity the difference
the presence of one boats outside the restaurant in- chid colored asito. Other friends mer, so many Negroes were stroll
recehing.
On TWO Negro youths in a subtle, opposite of that it preaches. It can shoul- school is
drove me out to Minnie Lou Nich- ing in the sun, laughing on tht
Negro girl can make in a stu• dows.
All students at the university
lengthy' story. One gained the impression der its responsibility of helping to lift the
listening to ol's drive-in cafe in Richmond in corners, or discussing Mist-Lucy
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after reading it that the violations of the Negro to a place of respect and dignity
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derstand it either.
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"Normally I wouldn't pay at the Tin Angel on the
17 white youngsters listed.
tell, poor Mr. Stevenson seems tu
"N" in Negro.
dered by all the fuss that's bemuch attention to such stories cadero — a quaint waterfront the Bay Bridge at an amazing
vote ii
Recently an aged white woman was
Further, this daily can aid in bringing ing made over the integration of but because of my son I've read place hidden behind box cars rate of speed. Almost everybody have lost every last black
slain in a small Arkansas town. On the more "respect and dignity" to Negro wom- one Negro girl in a student body everything in the papers about across from the piers. Playing in California seems to have a California.
Even the white dailies appeared
front page of this local paper a huge pic- anhood here by using "Mrs." and
the case. I didn't know such with Kid Ory I found an old friend pretty ear.
"Miss" of 17,000 whites.
In Oakland colored folks of an skeptical of him. All the paper
Recently se received a tele- things as this occur in our coun- on bass, Wellman Brawl, of liarture apritared showing a posse and blood- when publishing their
names. It takes no
were full of race news. On a sinhounds, and the typical expansive spread order from the city administration or ft phone call from a woman who try and frankly I'm ashamed. lem. On piano, was another ac- evening still make merry at Slim gle day the "San Franeisec
Jenkins' ('ate, and on Sundays at
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described
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"But
of headlines.
sampling of public opinion to make these the mother of a University of
sessions at the Cali- Chronic-k." had something aboui
He's afraid that when he comes mcz was on clarinet, and Minor the mambo
A Negro who was working in a field changes.
Hotel.
In San Froncisco us — aside from the Universits
fornia
echoed
music
Alabama student.
home and his friends are re- Hall on drums. The
110t far from the scene of the crime was
Stevensor
We pariaphrase from the Scripture:
"I have been concerned aboat minded that he's attending that in my ears when I went to bed there's the Plantation where Wil- of Alabama and theevery
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than
less
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Hill
before trying to remove the beam from thy started down there," she said,
him with the rest of the stu• tel atop Knob
concerning, Montgomery: NE
It so happened that after lengthy gril- neighbor's eye."
"so he calls me frequently to
dents uho object to the pres- twenty-four hours after I had slept tie jazz spots or entertainment
in my own bed in New York a bars all over town that are so in- GRO BUS BOYCOTT cALLEr
assure me that he is all right.
ence of this girl.
tegrated they would drive Senator BIG SUCCESS. On page 5 another
continent away,
"The other night," she contin"In fact," she added, "his faheadine announced at the very
California friends of Eastland crazy.
sonic
But
ued, "he asked me to call the
ther wants to vilthdraw him alEarl Hines is playing at one top: BYRD MASTERMINDS SEGthe playwright, Martin Flamine,
Chicago Defender and to assure
together for fear as a graduate
vin and his wife, were soon tell- spot, and John Mathis singing at REGATION FIGHT. On page 9 of
you that not all the students
of the school it will hamper
me about a transportation mir- another. Legal after-hours clubs the same issue: 500 NEGROES
ing
to Miss Lucy
opposed
are
there
whatever career he plans to folAs we have. stated before, Negroes in as Martin Luther King and Ralph Aberacle that surpassed mine. They seem to flourish, where no alcohol- HAVE CRACKED BARRIER IN
attending classes."
low.
America now are getting a new type of nathy of Montgomery, Alabama, are not
had recently flown home to Cali- ic drinks are sold, but where pa- DIXIE COLLEGES. And the
"What is your name," I asked.
"We don't know what to do. fornia in less than a day from trons bring their own bottles and "News" was running a fine series
leadership from the ranks of the clergy. only doing a great constructive job of lead- "I won't tell you that because
but please put in your paper Copenhagen,
right late entertainment is of fere d. of articles on conditions in Ala.
Denmark,
way it might reveal the
Historically, the minfsters and our church ership themselves, but they are giving in- In some of
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all
that
Eur- Sometimes whole flaor shows en- barna. So from Coast to Coast tofrom
Circle
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of
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my son and some
identity
leadership have played significant roles in spiration to their colleagues all across southern classmates might do don't object to this girl. My son ope, over Canada to the Golden liven the wee small hours. San day, colored folks are news and
America.
says that quite a few of them, Gate. The Flavins said that as Francisco's night life is as lively white folks are worried — from
our development and progress.
him harm or at least make it
The clergymen of Montgomery who are difficult for him."
including many faculty mem- their plane came down they saw as New York's. But having come cold New York to colorful Call.
- In modern times, however, the civic, in the forefront of the leadership of the
I assured her I understood her bers, are ashamed of the whole what seemed to be garlands of to the Coast to work not to play. fornia.
thing.
political and business leaders have had a boycott have shown the kind of statesman- position. Then she continued:
all
will
over
the
obstacles,
"If you put that in your paper
win
that
ship
raised
"My son %as born and
larger share of the public stage and there
kind that Gandhi used to deliver freedom in Chicago as were both his par• maybe it will help my son."
• L ALEX WILSON, Getting Mgr.
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Our Opinions

A Few Words To White Editors

•

Color In California -- Cold In New York

True Leaders Of The People

were those who regarded the religious
leadership among us as backward and
self-seekiftg. The rise of many new sects
and various t ype of over-publicized prophets all seemed to indicate that the quality and character of our religious leadership
left much to be desired.
Today, however, we are witnessing the
emergence of heroes of the masses who are
carrying the message of the pulpit into the
market place. Such stalwarts of the church

to his native India, the only kind that a
minority so situated as ourselves in America can employ and win without leaving
open wounds of lasting bitterness.
Once again we salute the ministers of
Montgomery and join with all those who
wish them Godspeed in the mission upon
which they have embarked. We pray also
tha their good works will inspire all Americans to help build a better society with
love and freedom for all of God's children.
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SO WHAT?

An English gentleman by t h e revolution in Europe in true time- people seem to have some doubts
name of Anthony II. Richmond perspective. It has been estimat- about the innate quality of the
has come up with some answers ed that the whole of the scientific brother and, it must be confesst h c ed, sonie brothers are not too sure
to racial questions which you and industrial revolution of
period
of their own claims to equality.
a
within
fall
would
West
a
is
He
interesting.
might find
At first glance, there is a vast
young social scientist who lectures equivalent to approximately onelife difference between General Macthe
of
h
one-thousandt
Theoof
half
"Social
called
something
in
Arthur sitting at hi: desk in the
ry" in the Department of Social span of humanity to date.
Study of the University of Edin- "Thirdly, it is wrong to assume Waldorf Astoria on Park Avenue
that many of the attributes we as- and a tribal chief with a spear
burgh.
in his hand sitting on the banks
Mr. Richmond has a tremendous sociate with European civilization of
the Congo. The culture gap is
background in study and research have their origins there. Such
obvious and many a mile wide.
printgunpouer,
steel,
as
things
of
some
and
business
in this race
In the eyes of the scientist, howhis findings are 'reported in his ing, mathematics, and the like
these gentlemen have a lot
ever,
recent book, "The Colour Prob- were imported.
in common and the truth is that
describes
he
as
imis,
most
which
the
of
one
lem,"
' "Fourthly,
General MacArthur probably tissi
it, "a study of colour prejudice, portant •factors promoting social
no ;ore brains at birth than dist
racial discrimination, and social changes and advances in material
our tribal chief. The difference lies
separation, with an account of ra- arts is contact between different
more in the cultures into which
cial relations and the 'colour bar' cultures and civilizations. Despite
were born than in any differthey
terin Britain and Commonwealth
some evidence of migration, the ence in the gifts that God gave
ritories in Africa and the West In- African peoples were relatively
them.
•
dies."
isolated from other societies o'er
Mr. Richmond makes this obWithout further introduction. I a long period and lacked the val- servation: "Intelligence, which
present M •. Richmond who asks uable stimulus of culture contact. most psychologists believe to be
some questions and answers them. "Since contact with European determined more by herediMthan
I quote:
civilization has been establi hecl by environment, appears te show
''Why, for instance, if the Afri- the African peoples have shown a normal curve of distriboti,on in
can is as intelligent as the Euro- a remarkable capacity for imitat- all races.
pean, has the former remained, ing the European, which has pro- "Where the average per,forniuntil very recently, st an elemen- duced a revolution in their way: atice of Europeans appears to
tary level of material culture? Is of life considerably more rapid have been superior to the average
Europeans
this not evidence of innate infer- than was achieved by the Euro- performance of non
pean peasant in the eighteenth this is almost certainly due to the
iority?
difficulty of creating satisfactory
"The social scientist answers no century."
I was happy to run across these tests of intelligence which are in.
and there are a number of reasons for this. In the first instance, statements because at this time lependent of culture In any case,
there is evidence that, in differ- more serious thought, discussion almost all such investigations slvsai
ent parts of Africa, notably in Ni- and argument are taking place that some non -Europeans far exin
geria and other parts of West Afri- over the race question in our coun- ceed some Europeans in .,tel11ca, there were, at one time, flour- try than at anytime since the Civil gence and vice versa."
I wonder how Mr. Richmond
ishing civiliaations with highly de- War.
fare on the faculty of the
would
scholars.
laymen,
veloped art, sculpture, and metal
Educators ,
of Alabama. I can cce
University
considerable
work. as well as
toliticians and people in all walks
Pregi.
con !um down there now asking
commercial enterprise.
of life are amvirentiv
don't see
"Why
carmichael,
dent
.
issue.
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''Secondly, it is im2ortant to sec fused and
the achievements of the industrial A surprising number of learned love Lucy?'

What The People Say
Study In Color
DEAR ' EDITOR: I have been
reading much material on integration in 'reasons why the
whites don't want to mix. They
charge thrit Negro parents aren't
so careful as whites about t e
cleanliness and health of their
children.
Was it not the Whites w h o
brought the Negroes here in the
first pled* and taught us these
things' I live in a building where
tnere are more whites than colored and the insurance agents
complain there's so much filth
staring them in the face that
they're glad to find a Negro apartment.
Aren't there more Negro wornen hired for private home work
than white? Doesn't it seem
strange thah so many whites prefer Negroes to care for their
h-ibies? A ' •'in they n(rer feeble excuses such as: casual Negro
marital habits nrofince low morality. high illegitimacy. diffei
cultarai background. U that is

true of poor Negro families, why
not allow rich Negro children attend the great lily white schools?
The real reason they don't want
integration is that they ft h e
whites) are afraid the Nearo will
give them some of their bitter
medicine that for so long the
Negro has been forced to take.
As far as I can see the only
difference is in color. Don't whites
like a black or brown suit with
white accessories? It's a beautiful
combination.
If MI"
are so eager to help
'he "rn resell greater ec,nernie
levels, shy does he keep putting
them out of thc'" misery by killing them?
Mr. White Man, if the Neetro
good enoeeTh to attend the
same school as your nerfect anrood enough to
gel, then he
work in your fields or clean your
Mrs. M. Taylor,
dirty house.
Chicago.
• • 41

less Negro girl named Autherine
Lucy.
Admitted to the University, but
denied the use of the cafeteria and
the lavatory, nevertheless this student traveled daily 513 miles one
way to attend classes only to he
greeted with stones, eggs and other missiles thrown by 1090 male
students.
It evidently took some "southern
chivalry- for these 1000 brave
white students all male mind you,
to get up nerve enough to gang-up
on this lone female.
No male dogs would have done
such a trick to their female.
Miss Lucy must he a real
AMERICAN for she stood her
ground and altho greatly outnumbered must have prayed "God
forgive them for they know not
what they doeth."
Decent southerners have always
prided themselves on fighting fair
and square. but this was the 'unkindest cut" of all with 1000 white
males stacked up against one
"Southern Chivalry"
lone Negro female, it will certainAs an AMERICAN, I am shock- ly go down in history as the louied. embarrassed and sickened by cst episode ever. regardless of
the University of Alabama campus race, creed or color. — Von Yo•

crusade against a lone, defense- hude Hazzee.

"IT AIN'T THAT HE'S FOND OF WATCHIN' ME
SOvIETIMES I SNIP OFF A 811 OF
CUT HAIR
A CUSTOMER'S EAR."
-4
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A Panoramic View Of Girl Scouting'
The Girl Scouts Of Memphis = Our Women Of Tomorrow

Girl Scout Laws

Eleven Program Fields

A Girl Scout's
Honor Is To
Be Trusted

I

Arts And Crafts

Literature And
Drama

A Girl Scout
Is Loyal

5.

a

Music And
Dancing

A Girl Scout's
Duty Is To Be
Useful To Others

Community Life
A Girl Scout Is A
Friend To All And
A Sister To Every
Other Girl Scout
International
Friendship
A Girl Scout
Is Courteous

Every Girl, Regardless of Race, Nationality or Religion May Be A Brownie Scout If She Is 7 Through 9 Years Old.
Nature

I

A Girl Scout Is A
Friend To Animals
OUT-OF-DOORS
A Girl Scout Obeys
Orders
Sports And Games I
A Girl Scout
Is Cheerful
Agriculture 1
A Girl Scout
Is Thrifty
Health And Safety1

I

A Girl Scout Is
Clean In Thought,
Word And Deed

Homemaking

An Intermediate Girl Scout From Ten Through Thirteen Years Old

Girl Scouting Offers Five Big Benefits That Help Make fine Women *

All of us want the best for our not stop at our nation's bounda•
children. In these days of stress not stop at our nattion's bounda•
and rapid change, children are ries, for Girl Scouts believe that
subject to all kinds of influences. friendship as no boundaries. In
We must he sure that the biggest
influences in our children's lives
are the good ones. Girl Scouting,
in providing the five benefits described in this book, is an influence for good in the lives of young
girls.
There are five big benefits a girl
can receive from Scouting — a
confirmation of belief, a way of
action, an opportunity for service,
an impetus for thought, and practice in harmonious living. In
short, five benefits to help a girl
grow up to be a good citizen and
a fine woman.
WORKING TEST
People can he moral, active and
thoughtful, but if they can't get
along together, they don't get
much done. This is the working
test of democracy.
Thus a major emphasis in Girl
Scouting is on self-government.
Every Girl Scout troop has at
least one adult leader who guides
rather than commands, but it is
the girls who really rule themselves. They elect their own officers, make their onn plans, agree
on their projects, and carry out
their activities.
This chance to govern themselves is given full play when the
girls go camping. Someone has
said that "Girl Scout camps are
miniature republics." Here the
girls learn to cope day in and (lay
out with the difficulties of planning, negotiating, and reaching
final agreement. Girl Scouts learn
that it may .ake more time and
work to govern themselves but
°As
that the reward of freedom is
worth all ths effort,

living this concept last year. over
200 Scouts traveled across the
oceans to visit their sister Guides
around the world. At the same

time, six teams of Girl Guides invited to spend eight weeks in the
from Belgium. the French Antil- U. S.
les, 'the Netherlands, Panama, Living in each other's countries,
Switzerland and South Africa were these girls came to know and un-

derstand the reasons for their differences and similarities. They
were a living example that people, no matter what their race or

creed or nationality, can be friends
and that human harmony is not
just a dream but a goal obtainable.

A Senior Girl Scout From Fourteen Through Seventeen Years Old

Look For The Girl Scout Cookies March 16! . . . A Smart Cookie Is A Girl Scout Cookie! Build Democracy When You Buy Girl Scout Cookies!

••••-•

The one act that dramatizes all
service is the saving of a life.
Last year, 22 Girl Scouts saved
the lives of others. In a Crisis
these girls proved they had not
only learned the skills of Scouting
but could live up to the Promise
by performing the greatest act of
service there is. In so doing, they
symbolized all the service of all
Girl Scouts at all times.
How we live is how we think.
And how we think depends largoly on what we learn as children.
Urged to think for themselves, Girl
Scouts also learn to respect the
rights of others — an American
way of thinking and living.
Girl Scouting teaches citizenship and the American way of
thinking to U. S. children. Therefore the Girl Scout organization is
making special efforts to reach
the many girls who want and need
Scouting.
YOU COULD HELP
For example, there were served in 1955, 547 girls. We should
serve many more as there are
more than 1,600 girls in this area.
You could help provide many of
these benefits for our girls in
many ways:
(1) By working in a troop committee.
!(2) Being an ever important
leader or an assistant leader.
(3) Being a neighborhood chairman.
(4) Serving on Girl Scout funs:.
tional committees.
(5 Helping support them financially by buying Girl Scout cookies.
(6) Learn more about the Girl
Scout program by reading the GS
Handbook — especially the pars
ents who could encourage their
• girls to participate.
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